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Abstract
A 2D numerical model developed by Plummer and Phillips (2003) was employed to
reconstruct the Middle Boulder Creek (MBC) and North St. Vrain (NSV) paleoglaciers,
of the Colorado Front Range. The model was used to investigate two climatic aspects of
the late-Pleistocene Pinedale Glaciation (~30,000-12,000 ka): 1. The specific
combinations of temperature and precipitation present in the Front Range that may have
sustained the MBC and NSV glaciers during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, ~21 ka),
and 2. The magnitudes and rates of climate change that drove the Front Range ice
recession following the LGM. The ArcMap 3.3-based model has two components, an
energy/mass balance component that calculates an annual mass balance grid from input
climate data and valley topography, and an ice flow component that utilizes the mass
balance grid to calculate the glacial flow according to ice flow laws and topography.
After several hundred model years, the glacier reaches a steady state geometry that is in
mass balance equilibrium with the input climate. Determining the input climate
parameters that sustain a modeled glacier at field-mapped extents therefore provides
quantified insight into the regional climate. Modeling of the NSV system did not provide
reliable results, likely due to issues concerning input modern climate data collected from
secondary sources for use in this study. However, results from modeling the MBC glacier
to its LGM mapped-extent suggest the glacier may have been sustained with temperature
depressions of 5.0˚C, 6.6˚C, and 8.6˚C, respectively coupled with modern precipitation
factors of 1.5x, 1.0x, and 0.5x, and is agreement with results of earlier studies. The rate of
climate change was determined by modeling the MBC glacier to multiple CRN-dated ice
margin locations associated with the post-LGM deglaciation (from Ward et al., 2009),
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and by assessing the temperature changes between intervals assuming a constant
precipitation equal to today’s. This modeling suggests an initial warming of ~0.1˚C/ky
from 21 – ~18 ka, a slight cooling period (~0.2˚C) and glacial stillstand from ~18 – ~16
ka, followed by rapid warming of ~0.7˚C/ky from ~16 – 13.5 ka. This first ever attempt
to quantify Pinedale deglaciation rate of temperature changes in the Rocky Mountains has
error associated the selected CRN dates (up to +/- 2.7 ky), and does not account for
potential changes in precipitation. Despite the potential error, the quantified results
provide appreciable generalized insight into the natural rate of climate change associated
with post-LGM deglaciation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Abundant geomorphic evidence in the Rocky Mountains indicates that the climate
has fluctuated during multiple periods of glaciation during the Quaternary. Alpine
glaciers have left well-preserved glacial valleys, cirques, and moraines across the Rocky
Mountains that delineate glacial extents during the height of the last glacial period, the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). Modern alpine glaciers respond on scales of tens to
hundreds of years to climate change, making them useful indicators of changing climate
conditions (e.g. Oerlemans et al., 1998; Paterson, 1994). Despite widespread evidence of
extensive glaciation in the Rocky Mountains and growing knowledge of modern glacial
responses to climate change, extracting paleoclimate data from geomorphic evidence of
paleoglaciers is difficult.
One approach to resolve issues of determining paleoclimate is through the use of
climate models. Atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) have provided
paleoclimate insight into large-scale atmospheric and land-surface features, but their
resolution is too coarse for detailed analysis of individual alpine glacier systems. While
ACGMs assess climate on large regional and global scales, Plummer and Phillips (2003)
developed a coupled mass-balance and ice flow model that has successfully simulated
modern glaciation in individual drainages in the Sierra Nevada Range. The model, which
can provide insights into climate conditions supporting a glacier system, has since been
successfully applied to study multiple paleoglacier systems across the Rocky Mountains
(e.g. Laabs et al., 2006; Refsnider et al., 2008; Spiess, 2012; Huss, 2012; Jacobsen, 2010).
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This study utilizes the Plummer and Phillips (2003) model address two questions
concerning the paleoclimate during the last glacial period. The first of these is to assess
the paleoclimate that could have sustained Front Range glaciers during Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM), which occurred approximately 21,000 years ago. In addition to
extracting potential paleotemperature and paleoprecipitation parameters for two
paleoglaciers at their LGM extents, this study also utilizes Plummer and Phillips’ model
in a rudimentary attempt to assess the rate of climate change during the deglaciation
following the LGM.
The Colorado Front Range has received significant scientific attention during the
past 50 years, which has provided ample modern climate data, extensive glacial mapping,
and well-documented glacial chronologies. The accessibility and abundance of climate
and glacial data make the Front Range a prime area to employ the location-specific model.
In addition to abundant data necessary for model inputs, the area has received modeling
attention from other numerical modeling studies which have utilized different modeling
methods (e.g. Dühnforth and Anderson, 2011; Ward et al., 2009; Leonard and McCoy,
1990), providing a way to cross-check modeling approaches and extracted climate data.
This study has the capacity to provide insight into larger-scale climate processes
occurring during the LGM. Global climate modeling (e.g. Braconnot et al., 2007)
suggests that the northern Rocky Mountains were relatively drier and much colder than
present conditions, while the southern Rocky Mountains were likely significantly wetter
and slightly colder than present conditions (Figure 1). Proxy studies reflect global climate
models and further suggest that the timing of initial deglaciation varies across the northsouth transect of the Rocky Mountains, with maximums stillstands in the southern U.S.
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Rockies occurring at ~21 ka, and at ~15 ka in the northern Rockies (Figure 2; e.g.
Munroe et al., 2006; Thackray et al., 2004; Licciardi and Pierce, 2008; Refsnider et al.,
2008; Gosse et al., 1995; Guido et al., 2007; Young et al., 2011). This variability across
the Rocky Mountain region has been attributed to a specific range’s proximity to the
Pacific jet stream, which provides the most precipitation directly along its winter storm
track. Kutzbach and Wright (1985) first suggested the jet stream was displaced ~20˚
latitude south of its current position, bringing increased precipitation to the southern
Rocky Mountains. The displacement has been attributed to the development of low-level
anti-cyclonic circulation immediately south of the southern margin of the Laurentide ice
sheet, resulting from cooling induced by the Laurentide ice sheet. This study will help
refine climate parameters in the central Rockies, and may provide insight into possible
precipitation changes that may be associated with the displaced jet stream hypothesis.
The general approach of this study is to utilize the detailed mapping of glacial
margins, cosmogenic radionuclide (CRN) dated glacial chronologies, and modern climate
data available in the Front Range, coupled with Plummer and Philips (2003) glacial
model to reconstruct the Middle Boulder valley and North St. Vrain valley glacial
systems. The paleoglacier reconstructions will yield insight into possible LGM climate
parameters, and the magnitude of climate changes relative to present conditions that
could have resulted in the mapped extent of the LGM glaciers. Extensive CRN-dates
available from Middle Boulder Creek valley, from Ward et al. (2009), will further allow
glacial reconstructions at multiple locations in time, allowing for a rudimentary
assessment of the rates of climate change occurring during the post-LGM period of
deglaciation.
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Results from this study will contribute to a larger NSF-funded project headed by
Dr. Eric Leonard of Colorado College and Dr. Benjamin Laabs of State University of
New York, Geneseo. The broader study will compile paleoclimate data extracted from
the modeling of numerous mountain ranges in a north-south transect in the Rocky
Mountains, and will assess the nature and magnitude of climate change on a continental
scale in the Rocky Mountain region (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Paleoclimatic Modeling Intercomparison Project Phase II (PMIP2) maps of
LGM climate produced by paleotemperature and paleoprecipitation modeling by
Braconnot et al. (2007). The location of the Colorado Front Range is indicated by the red
dot. Figure A shows the mean summer temperatures depressions in degrees Celsius, and
Figure B shows the precipitation conditions in mm/day, both relative to modern
conditions. The model suggests the LGM conditions in the Front Range were ~8.5°C
cooler than today and received precipitation approximately equivalent to modern amounts.
Figure modified from Baconnot et al. (2007).
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Figure 2: Cosmogenic radionuclide (CRN) exposure dates for the LGM boulders in the
Rocky Mountain region, indicating the initial glacial retreat period from maximum LGM
extents. Areas glaciated with alpine glaciers are designated dark grey, while the southern
reaches of the Cordilleran (CIS) and Laurentide (LIS) ice sheets are designated light grey.
Areas that are part of the ongoing study of LGM glaciation along a N-S transect by Dr.
Eric Leonard and Dr. Benjamin Laabs are noted in red, with open circles indicating target
study areas. Range names are abbreviated as follows: GNP = Glacier National Park; AR
= Absaroka Range; EYP = East Yellowstone Plateau; WYP= West Yellowstone Plateau;
SM = Smokey Mountains; WM = Wallowa Mountains; SM = Sawtooth Mountains; TR =
Teton Range; NEUM = Northeast Uinta Mountains; SWUM = Southwest Uinta
Mountains; WW = West Wastach Range; SR = Snowy Range; NCCR = North-cetnral
Colorado Rockies; ICCR = Interior-central Colorado Rockies; FR = Colorado Front
Range; SCC = Colorado Sangre de Cristo Range; BM = Black Mountains; SJ = San Juan
Mountains; SWCR = Southwest Colorado Rockies; SCNM = New Mexico Sangre de
Cristo Range; SB = Sierra Blanca. Image modified from Mackall, 2011; originally from
Dr. Benjamin Laabs.
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Chapter 2: Study Area

Local Setting

This study focuses on two drainages on the eastern slope of the Colorado Front
Range: Middle Boulder Creek (MBC) drainage and the North St. Vrain Creek (NSV)
drainage (Figure 3). Each drainage is located on the eastern side of the Continental
Divide, and an alpine glacier occupied each during the LGM Pinedale glacial period. The
glaciers first developed in cirques near the Continental Divide, and flowed eastward
toward the Great Plains (Figure 4). Both Middle Boulder Creek drainage and the North
St. Vrain drainage have well-preserved landforms associated with the Pinedale glaciation,
making them prime study locations for LGM analysis.
The LGM Middle Boulder Creek glacier (MBG) extended 20 km from three
cirques bordering the Continental Divide, where it terminated near Nederland, Colorado
(Figures 4 and 5; Ward et al., 2009). The surface area of the LGM MBG is approximately
65 km2 and the surface elevation ranged from ~2560 m near the terminus, to ~3750 m at
the northern drainage cirque floor and 3650 m in the southern drainages’ cirque floors
(Porter et al., 1983). The MBG is divided into two main drainages separated by a 1-2 km
low-relief, high-elevation plateau. The northern and southern drainages converge 6.5 km
upvalley from the glacier LGM terminus. The northern drainage extends 10 km upvalley
from the convergence location to one main cirque. The southern drainage extends into
three separate valleys, each approximately 7 km long from the convergence location. At
the point of convergence, ice flowed downvalley in a single path, with some valley
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overflow into the present Eldora ski area (Porter et al., 1983). Reconstruction mapping
by Porter et al. (1983), based on early, unpublished field mapping by R. F. Madole,
indicates the glacier was ~300 meters thick over most of its length, sloped at ~3˚, and had
basal shear stress between 0.7 and 1.4 bars (Figure 6).
There are no modern glaciers or mapped permanent snowfields in the Middle
Boulder Creek drainage, but just north there are several small modern glaciers and
numerous permanent snowfields currently occupying the North Boulder Creek
headwaters (Figure 7). The Arapaho and Arikaree Glaciers have surface areas of 0.24
km2 and 0.06 km2, respectively. These glaciers are located at high elevations, and are in
shaded locations in the north- and east-facing cirques near the Front Range crest. Their
shaded, high-elevation locations combined with wind-blown snow accumulation allow
these glaciers to exist in the modern climate (Outcalt and MacPhail, 1965; Dühnforth and
Anderson, 2011).
The bedrock of the upper MBC valley is mostly composed of the 1,664 +/- 40 Ma
Boulder Creek Granodiorite (Young, 1991; Peterman and Hedge, 1968). Some areas
contain significant felsic gneiss and biotite gneiss, associated with the Idaho Springs
Formation dated 1,713 +/- 30 Ma (Young, 1991; Peterman and Hedge, 1968). The lower
reaches of the MBC valley also contain areas of Boulder Creek Granodiorite and biotite
gneiss of the Idaho Springs Formation, although the majority of the terminal valley is
bordered by microline gneiss and hornblende gneiss, also associated with the Idaho
Springs Formation (Gable, 1969).
Quaternary deposits cover the majority of low relief the surfaces in the study area.
Glacial deposits, including moraines, outwash, and till are prevalent deposits covering the
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Figure 3: Google Earth image of Colorado, with the Front Range outlined in yellow. The
two study areas are circled in orange: the North St. Vrain Creek (NSV) study site to the
north, and the Middle Boulder Creek (MBC) study site to the south. Index map courtesy
of mapsof.net
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Figure 4: A LGM reconstruction of the Middle Boulder Glacier on hillshade backdrop.
The Continental Divide is represented by the dotted line. The reconstructed glacier is
outlined in blue within the Middle Boulder Creek valley, with the northern drainage area
labeled MBG-ND, and the southern drainage area labeled MBG-SD. A glaciated portion
of the Caribou Creek (CC) valley is also included in this study, branching out
northeastward from the northern drainage. Glacier margins represent this study’s
interpretations, which included assessment of field mapping by Madole et al. (1998) and
Ward et al. (2009), in addition to landscape interpretation from lidar.
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Figure 5: A perspective image of the Middle Boulder Creek drainage from Google Earth,
with the reconstructed LGM glacier extent outline in blue. The light green line along the
range crest represents the Continental Divide. Glacier margins represent this study’s
interpretations, which included assessment of field mapping by Madole et al. (1998) and
Ward et al. (2009), in addition to landscape interpretation from lidar.
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Figure 6: Middle Boulder Glacier Reconstruction by Porter et al. (1983), based on
mapping by R.F. Madole (unpublished). The near terminus margins have since been
reinterpreted by Ward et al., 2009 (Figure 13). Figure from Porter et al. (1983).
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Figure 7: Hillshade imagery including portions of the Cascade Creek (west), South St.
Vrain Creek (north), and North Boulder Creek (east) drainages. Modern glaciers and ice
fields are outlined in white, including the 0.05 km2 Isabelle Glacier (IG), the 0.06 km2
Arikaree Glacier (Ak), 0.24 km2 Arapaho Glacier (Ap), located just north of the Middle
Boulder Creek study area.
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majority of the MBC study area. Low-relief moraines and till associated with the Bull
Lake glaciation extend eastward from the study area limits, beyond the well-defined
glacial deposits from the more recent Pinedale glaciation. Glacial till and moraines
associated with the Pinedale glaciation comprise ~90% of the Quaternary deposits in the
study area, and generally retain many original deposition features (Meierding and
Birkeland, 1980; Madole 1969).
The North St. Vrain drainage is located 20 km north of the MBC drainage, just
north of the town of Allenspark, Colorado (Figures 3 & 8). Longs Peak, elevation 4344 m,
borders the northern limit of the of the NSV glacier system. The LGM NSV paleoglacier
extended 13 km east-to-west. The large accumulation area contains numerous cirques
bordering the Continental Divide and covers 8.5 km north to south, and 8 km east to west.
The four main high elevation drainages converge mid-system, where glacial ice flowed
down a single valley to its LGM terminus near Copeland Lake. The NSV glacier covered
approximately 50 km2, with a maximum thickness of ~410 m. The surface of the LGM
NSV glacier system ranged from ~2530 m near the terminus to ~3770 m at the uppermost
cirque. One modern glacier, the 0.05 km2 Moomaw Glacier and one mapped 0.05 km2
permanent snowfield are located near the eastern edge of the Continental Divide.
The bedrock of the western NSV system is largely composed of Boulder Creek
Granodiorite that intruded into biotite schist associated with the Idaho Springs Formation.
Pockets of Silver Plume Granite, associated with the St. Vrain and Longs Peak batholith,
are also found throughout the western NSV system, dated to 1420 +/- 25 Ma (Peterman
and Hedge, 1968; Braddock and Cole, 1990). Monzonite associated with the Longs Peak
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Figure 8: A LGM reconstruction of the North St. Vrain Glacier, outlined in blue. The
Continental Divide is represented by the dotted line. Glacier margins represent this
study’s interpretations, which included assessment of field mapping by Madole et al.
(1998) and landscape interpretation from Google Earth satellite imagery. Modern
features include the Moomaw Glacier (MG), and unnamed permanent snowfield (SF),
and Copeland Lake (CL).
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Batholith rims the valley, with small quantities of quartz monzonite and syentite (Madole,
969). Geologic mapping of the eastern NSV study area is largely unavailable, but the
valley is likely composed of similar bedrock to nearby areas such as Proterozoic
metamorphic and intrusive rocks. Similar to the MBC study area, glacial deposits from
multiple Quaternary glacial advances cover much of the study area with well-defined
moraines delineating glacier margins, in addition to abundant glacial till cover within the
study area (Meierding and Birkeland, 1980; Madole 1969).

Rocky Mountain Geology

The Colorado Front Range is part of the extensive Rocky Mountains, which
extend from northernmost British Columbia in western Canada to New Mexico, USA.
To the west, the Rocky Mountains are separated from the Pacific Ocean by a 500-1000
km-wide intermontane zone of various mountain ranges, plateaus, valleys, and the Pacific
Mountain System. The Rocky Mountain chain is the furthest east of the North American
Cordillera, rising ~2000 m above the Great Plains to the east. The highest terrain in the
North American Rockies is located in Colorado, with approximately 600 summits greater
than 4000 m.
The Front Range is located 41˚00’ N to 38˚25’ N longitude, and extends
latitudinally from 104˚ 55’ W to 106˚ 23’ W. The Continental Divide runs through the
center of the Front Range, separating the western watersheds that drain to the Pacific
Ocean and the eastern watersheds that drain to the Atlantic Ocean. Adjacent to the
western slopes is Middle Park, a 2500 m high basin in north central Colorado. The
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Colorado Front Range contains 16 peaks above 4,000 m near the study area, which rise
2000 m from the eastern Great Plains.
The Colorado Front Range is a product of the Laramide Orogeny, which began in
the late-Cretaceous (80-70 Ma) and ended early in the Tertiary (55-35 Ma), although
these dates are still disputed (English and Johnston, 2004). During this period, low-angle
subduction of the Farallon Plate under western North America caused mountain building
to occur significantly inland from the western margin of North America (English and
Johnston, 2004). Many thrust and high-angle reverse faults uplifted the crystalline core
of the range and superjacent Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks (Hart, 1964).
The crystalline core contains schist and gneiss of the Precambrian Idaho Springs
Formation, comprising the oldest rocks in the Front Range. Adding to the crystalline core
are extensive Precambrian granitic intrusive rocks and associated pegmatites, which cut
the Idaho Springs Formation (Hart, 1964). Hart (1964) notes that there is no evidence for
regional thermal metamorphism since Precambrian time. Steeply dipping Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks border the Precambrian crystalline core (Hart, 1964).
Regional uplift and subsequent erosion from the late Oligocene through the
Pliocene resulted in deep valleys and canyons found throughout the Front Range
(McMillan et al., 2002). Alternatively, other studies argue erosion, resulting from the
local climatic conditions, carved the valleys, rather than tectonically-driven uplift (e.g.
Wobus et al., 2006; Molnar, 2003); although, this is currently a highly debated and
unresolved topic. Alpine valley glaciers that formed during the multiple glacial periods
during the Pleistocene occupied these valleys, and further carved them into the deep,
distinctive U-shaped valleys visible today (Madole et al., 1998).
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Modern Rocky Mountain Climate

A continental climate with large diurnal and seasonal temperature fluctuations
dominates the Rocky Mountains, which generally receive less precipitation than the other
western U.S. mountain ranges. Most precipitation comes from the west, although
southerly and southeasterly precipitation provides substantial moisture to some areas on
the eastern flank of the southern Rocky Mountains. Nearly all precipitation in the
Colorado Rockies falls as snow during the fall, winter, and spring, while most summer
precipitation falls as rain (Leonard, 2011).
The position and intensity of the Pacific jet stream largely controls the climate in
the western U.S., which is subject to seasonal and interannual variability. A northerly
position of the jet generally results in fall through spring snowfall in central Colorado and
northward, while a southerly position of the jet will result in occasional heavy snowfall in
the southern Rockies (Changnon et al., 1993). Southerly positioned storms also tend to
draw southeasterly moisture from the Gulf of Mexico resulting in heavy snowfall along
the eastern margin of the southern Rockies. Extreme southerly positions of the winter
storm track or weakened winter airflow often result in extremely low temperatures and
little snowfall from intruding polar air from the north and northeast (Leonard, 2011).
The magnitude and distribution of moisture throughout the western U.S. is also
influenced by interannual and multi-decadal climate oscillations such as the El NiñoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO), the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), and the PacificNorth America Oscillation (PNA; Clark et al., 2001; McCabe and Dettinger, 2002). El
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Niño conditions usually produce higher-than-normal snowfall in the southern Rockies
and lower-than-normal in the northern Rockies; La Niña conditions reverse these effects
(Leonard, 2011).
Summer precipitation in the Rockies occurs largely due to local convection.
Summer heating of the Great Basin and Colorado Plateau results in the northward
advection of moist air from the Pacific and/or Gulf of Mexico, leading to exceptionally
strong convection and heavy monsoonal precipitation in the southern Rockies (Leonard,
2011).

Front Range Glacial Chronology

The Rocky Mountains contain evidence for multiple major glacial periods during
the Quaternary. In the Front Range, the two most recent periods, the Bull-Lake and
Pinedale glaciations, have well-preserved and well-mapped deposits. Multiple
Quaternary glacial advances occurred prior to the Bull Lake glaciation, termed the PreBull Lake glacial periods. Deposits from these glaciations are poorly preserved and their
chronology is poorly understood in the Front Range. Mapped and described pre-Bull
Lake deposits in the Wind River Range in Wyoming, however, do provide some
chronological inferences (see Richmond, 1962). Minor readvances during the latePleistocene and Holocene are also preserved in some Front Range locations (e.g.
Meierding and Birkeland, 1980; Menounos and Reasoner, 1996).
Blackwelder (1915) first identified at least two distinct sets of moraines in the
Wind River Range of Wyoming during the early 20th century. Blackwelder, utilizing
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only qualitative geomorphic descriptions, split the glaciation sequences into the older
“Bull Lake” and more recent “Pinedale” features. The Pinedale deposits have steeper
moraine slopes, relatively fresh boulder surfaces, and poorly developed soil. The Bull
Lake deposits have shallowly-sloping and eroded moraines, weathered boulders, and a
greater extent of soil formation (Blackwelder, 1915; Meierding and Birkeland, 1980;
Dahms, 2004). The terminology for the Wind River Range has since been applied
throughout the U.S. Rocky Mountains (Richmond, 1965; Pierce, 2003).
In the Colorado Front Range specifically, the few pre-Bull Lake deposits
remaining lack distinct geomorphic form due to the extent of erosion or burial. These
deposits contain relatively scarce, grüsified boulders, and well-developed soils with three
times the clay content of Bull Lake deposits (Meierding and Birkeland, 1980). On the
basis of normal-polarity remnant magnetism of glacio-fluvial silts of Bull Lake Till at
West Yellowstone, and correlation with deep-sea records, the proposed age of the preBull Lake deposits is between 150,000 and 720,000 yr BP (Madole and Shroba, 1979).
Madole and Shroba (1979) suggest a more tightly constrained range between 400,000 and
500,000 yr BP based on the strength of soil development.
Richmond (1960) notes that the interglacial period between the pre-Bull Lake and
Bull Lake glaciations was of sufficient magnitude to harbor deep weathering, but that
there is little evidence for significant canyon erosion during this period. Bull Lake
glacial deposits are common and prominent landforms in the Front Range, although
Madole (1969) reports that most Bull Lake till exists as undulating deposits that lack
morainal form. Where evident, moraine slopes are up to 25˚, and deposits contain
moderately weathered boulders (Meierding and Birkeland, 1980). Madole (1969) states
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that Bull Lake deposits generally do not extend more than 0.7 km past Pinedale till, and
that in a few places in the Upper St. Vrain drainage they are completely buried by
younger till. Bull Lake deposits can be locally divided into several stades by geomorphic
features and stratigraphic relationships, but these are only locally significant (Richmond,
1965; Meierding, 1977). Soil profiles on Bull Lake till are 1 to 2 m thick, and are
generally composed of 55-65% sand and 17-24% clay. Thinner soil profiles (100-125
cm) have likely lost surficial material during the Pinedale Glaciation (Madole, 1969).
Soil horizon types and thicknesses vary among Bull Lake tills, but typically consist of an
O and/or A/E/Bt/Cox profile (Birkeland et al., 2003).
Bull Lake deposits correlate with several major climatic shifts around 150,000 to
130,000 yr BP, recorded in deep-sea cores (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973; Madole and
Shroba, 1979). Obsidian-hydration dating suggests the Bull Lake deposits at West
Yellowstone are ~140,000 years old, which supports the correlation (Pierce et al., 1976).
Richmond (1960) suggests that during the interglacial period between the Bull Lake and
Pinedale glaciations, ice would have likely disappeared entirely from the mountains to
allow the mature soil to develop. During the ~100,000 yr interglacial period, local
erosion of 6-9 meters occurred along major streams below terminal moraines (Richmond,
1960).
Pinedale deposits cover much (~90%) of the area of glaciation in the Front Range
and generally retain many original depositional features (Meierding and Birkeland, 1980;
Madole 1969). Pinedale moraines are clearly distinguishable from the more subdued Bull
Lake moraines by their steep sides (up to 35˚), sharp crests, and distinct morainal shape.
In the Upper St. Vrain drainage, the prominent Pinedale moraines exist at altitudes
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between 2,400 and 3,250 m. Above 3,250 m, moraine deposits are thin and scattered,
and glacial erosion features dominate (Madole, 1969). Pinedale moraines commonly
exhibit a relatively high frequency of poorly weathered surface boulders (Madole, 1969,
Meierding and Birkeland, 1980). Boulders in forested areas often exhibit similar
weathering to Bull Lake boulders, likely due to the high incidence of spalling caused by
forest fires (Meierding and Birkeland, 1980). Soil profiles on Pinedale deposits are thin,
ranging from 30 to 75 cm thick. Pinedale soils contain 72-80% sand, 3-10% clay, and
profiles usually consist of only A and Cox horizons, with occasional oxidized-color B
horizons (Madole, 1969).
Through analysis of moraine continuity, relationships of outwash to moraines, and
consistency of moraine sequences across valleys, Richmond (1960) and Madole (1969)
identify at least three Pinedale stades recorded in the Colorado Front Range. The outer
spatial limit of the Pinedale glaciation is generally represented by two moraines of the
first stade, which commonly rise 30+ m above surrounding terrain. The inner moraines
of the first stade are less continuous and generally found 10-100 m behind the outer
moraine (Madole, 1969). The location of middle stade deposits varies in Front Range
valleys, and they are not as high or as continuous as the early stade deposits. The late
stade of Pinedale Glaciation is marked by deposits several kilometers upvalley from the
outer limit of the early stade (3-5 km downvalley from the cirques), and are poorly
developed or lacking entirely in some valleys (Madole, 1969).
Radiocarbon dating of glacial lake deposits provided the first absolute dating of
the Pinedale Glaciation in the Front Range. Lake deposits proximal to glaciated locations
provide a record of changing conditions via changes in the sediment profile and
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biological composition, as well as a carbon source for dating climatic shifts. A thin bed of
lake sediment at the Mary Jane site, near the downvalley limit of Pinedale glaciation in
the Fraser River valley of the Front Range, likely provides a maximum radiocarbon age
for the beginning of the Pinedale glaciation around 30,000 yr BP (Nelson et al., 1979).
At 30,000 yr BP, the lake sediment at the Mary Jane site has pollen profiles that closely
resemble sediment records of the present, indicating that the climate was similar to today,
and that Pinedale glaciers had not yet formed (Nelson et al., 1979).
Glacial Lake Devlin was an ice-margin lake that formed in the small Caribou
Creek drainage between the Middle Boulder Creek and North Boulder Creek drainages
(Madole, 1985). The 2 km-long lake formed when the advancing North Boulder Creek
valley glacier blocked the mouth of the Caribou Creek Drainage, within 2 km of the
downvalley limit of the North Boulder Creek drainage. Carbon dating of lake sediments
suggests the inception of Lake Devlin occurred between 23,500 and 21,000 yr BP,
providing one of the first limiting dates for the maximum expansion of Front Range
glaciers (Madole, 1985).
Flood deposits reveal that glacial Lake Devlin drained catastrophically, and
carbon dating of the uppermost lake sediments suggest the draining occurred around
14,000 yr BP, signifying that the North Boulder Creek glacier had receded from this area
by this time (Madole, 1986; Leopold and Dethier, 2007). Radiocarbon dates from Lake
Emma in the San Juan Mountains indicate that final Pinedale deglaciation in the Rocky
Mountains occurred between 15,000 and 12,000 ya (Carrara et al. 1984). Further,
radiocarbon ages from Sky Pond in the Glacier Creek Drainage of the Front Range
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suggest final cirque deglaciation occurred 12,040 +/- 60 yr 14C BP (Menounos and
Reasoner, 1996).
Cosmogenic radionuclide (CRN) exposure dating is the most reliable technique to
date glacial retreat (Ward et al., 2009). CRN dating provides the surface exposure time
for any quartz-rich rock surface, ranging from 102 to 107 years (Gosse and Phillips, 2001).
Ward et al. (2009) dated numerous glacially polished bedrock locations and incorporated
CRN-dates from multiple investigations in Middle Boulder Creek drainage (Schildgen,
2000; Benson et al. 2005; Ward et al., 2009) to calculate a range of terminal moraine ages
from 18.2 +/- 2.9 ka to 22.7 +/-2.0 ka, with a weighted mean of 20 +/- 1.0 ka, a period
that marks the approximate time of initial deglaciation. This is roughly equivalent with
the global LGM, which peaked approximately 21 ka (Clark et al., 2009).
CRN dates in the Animas River valley of the San Juan Mountains suggest
ongoing post-LGM retreat until the valleys were essentially ice-free around 12-13 ka
(Ward et al., 2009). Numerical modeling of the Middle Boulder Creek valley
deglaciation, however, suggests the chronology includes a stillstand or partial readvance
between 16 and 14 ka, followed by rapid retreat (Ward et al., 2009). While there is no
moraine evidence supporting a stillstand during this period, a stagnant period of at least
2000 years is necessary to explain the CRN-ages. Ward et al. (2009) speculate that a
short-lived stillstand or slight readvance would result in negligible geologic evidence due
to little or no sediment deposition at the glacier margins. Contrary to the suggestion of a
stillstand between 16 and 14 ka, Young et al. (2011) assessed CRN-dates across the U.S.
Rocky Mountains and suggest widespread, rapid deglaciation initiated around 16-15 ka.
Ward et al. (2009) suggest Middle Boulder Creek valley underwent total deglaciation by
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12.5 ka. Two-dimensional modeling of the nearby Green Lakes Valley paleoglacier,
once occupying the northern tributary of North Boulder Creek, indicates that deglaciation
occurred between 18 and 12 ka, and that the Green Lakes Valley was largely ice-free by
12-13 ka (Dühnforth and Anderson, 2011).
A variety of evidence suggests that the cirques were entirely ice free following the
Pinedale deglaciation. This includes the cessation of the effectiveness of freeze/thaw
cycles on cirque headwalls and adjacent upland slopes, as well as immature soil
formation (Richmond, 1960). Small deposits above treeline in and near cirques in the
Colorado Front Range indicate slight glacial advances during the late-Pleistocene and
Holocene (Richmond, 1965; Meierding and Birkeland, 1980). Radiocarbon ages
obtained from Sky Pond, in the Colorado Front Range Glacier Creek drainage, indicate
that two minor advances are constrained by three ages: 11,070 +/- 50, 10410 +/- 90, and
9970 +/- 80 14C yr BP; indicating that these deposits are equivalent to the global Younger
Dryas event (Menounos and Reasoner, 1996). Cosmogenic radionuclide surface
exposure dating of high altitude Front Range boulders dated between 13-11.7 ka have
also been associated with the Younger Dryas event (Benson, et al., 2007).
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Chapter 3: Previous Investigations

Global Glaciation

In order to understand the intricacies of the Pinedale Glaciation, background
knowledge of the global climate history is necessary. Many climate studies utilize
oxygen (δ18O) and carbon (δ14C) isotopes from deep-sea sediment cores containing
foraminifera. Using these data, Zachos et al. (2001) provided one of the first global
syntheses of climate during the past 65 million years, which has since been updated (e.g.
Zachos et al., 2008). The deep-sea records indicate that Earth’s climate has experienced
continuous change, from periods of extreme warmth with ice-free poles to periods of
extreme cold with extensive glaciation. Deep-sea isotope records from the past 90,000
years have also been strongly correlated with the isotope records from ice cores from the
Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) and the Greenland Ice Sheet Project Two (GISP2),
providing further validity to Quaternary oceanic climate proxies (e.g. La et al., 2000;
Bond et al., 1993).
The compiled records from Zachos et al. (2001, 2008) suggests that periods of
“hothouse” and “icehouse” climates were largely synchronous across the northern and
southern hemispheres. The synchronous changes in climate are largely attributable to
Milankovitch cycles, which define the periodic oscillations of Earth’s orbital parameters.
Variations in eccentricity, obliquity, and precession alter the distribution and amount of
solar energy received by the planet on 400-100 ky, 41 ky, and 23 ky timeframes,
respectively (Hays et al., 1976; Laskar et al., 1993; Crowley and Burke, 1998).
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During the global LGM (~21 ka) recognized in the deep-sea and ice core records,
the northern hemisphere contained extensive ice sheets. The largest ice sheet in the
northern hemisphere was the Laurentide Ice Sheet, covering a substantial portion, ~4.87 x
107 km2, of northern North America (Sugden, 1977). At the glacial maximum, the
Laurentide Ice Sheet was confluent with the Cordilleran Ice Sheet of North America’s
northwest coast, as well as the Innuitian Ice Sheet in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago
(Dyke at al., 2002). South of the ice sheets, in the present day continental United States,
extensive ice caps and alpine glaciers occupied large portions of the Rocky Mountains
(Figure 2).

Rocky Mountain LGM

For many years, it was generally believed that mountain glaciers throughout the
Rocky Mountains fluctuated synchronously with the advance and retreat of North
American ice sheets (e.g. Chadwick et al. 1997); however, CRN-dating indicates that the
retreat of some Rocky Mountain glaciers, especially in the northern and western locales,
did not occur simultaneously with the ice sheets, or the global LGM at ~21 ka (Figure 2;
Gosse et al., 1995; Munroe et al., 2006). The CRN-dating suggests that numerous glacial
valleys, such as the Wasatch, Uinta, and Teton Mountains, reached their maximum at
least several thousand years after the end of the global LGM, ranging from ~18.8 ka to
14.4 ka (Licciardi et al. 2001, Thackray et al., 2004; Licciardi and Pierce, 2008; Laabs et
al., 2006; Refsnider et al., 2008).
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Results from the Paleoclimate Intercomparison Modeling Project Phase II
(PMIP2) also suggest a variation in climate responses across the Rocky Mountain region
(Braconnot et al., 2007). PMIP2 modeling indicates regional cooling across the western
United States during the LGM, with significant regional variation in precipitation (Figure
9). In the northern Rocky Mountains, PMIP2 modeling shows an approximate
temperature depression of 10˚C from modern mean summer (Jun.-Aug.) conditions, with
a drier than modern winter (Dec.-Feb.). In the southern Rocky Mountains, PMIP2
suggests a 5˚C temperature depression from modern mean summer conditions, and a
wetter-than modern winter (Braconnot et al., 2007). The Colorado Front Range study
area falls in between these two regions, with an approximate depression of 8.5˚C and
modern to slightly reduced amount of precipitation (Figure 9).
Kutzbach and Wright (1985), and later Bartlein et al. (1998), have suggested that
variable LGM climate conditions in the North American Rocky Mountain region are due
to a large southward displacement (~20˚ latitude) of the winter Pacific jet stream relative
to its modern position. Modeling by Thomson et al. (1993) and Braconnot et al. (2007)
suggests that atmospheric cooling and low-level anticyclonic circulation, caused by the
presence of the Laurentide ice sheet, likely diverted the jet stream southward over
northwestern North America. The southward displacement of the jet stream would result
in heavier and more frequent precipitation in the areas in its winter storm track,
explaining the possible precipitation enhancement in the southern and central Rockies
during the LGM. Concurrently, the northern Rockies, which normally receive exception
precipitation from the jet stream’s winter storm track, would be subject to drier
conditions. CRN-dated deglaciation chronologies in the Rocky Mountains suggest that
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Figure 9: PMIP2 paleoclimate modeling maps for North America during the LGM (~21
ka) from Braconnot et al., (2007), with the Colorado Front Range marked by a red star.
Figure A shows the modeled LGM summer (June-August) temperature depressions,
while the Figure B shows the LGM winter (December-February) precipitation conditions.
Notice the zone of enhanced precipitation throughout the Southwest and the transition to
dry conditions in southern Wyoming.
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the winter Pacific jet stream moved back towards its modern position as the Cordilleran
and Laurentide ice sheets receded at the end of the global LGM at ~21 ka (Laabs et al.,
2006; Licciardi and Pierce, 2008).
As the jet stream moved northward with the receding ice sheets, the southern and
central Rocky Mountains would again be subject to drier and warmer conditions,
essentially causing them to reach their local maxima synchronously with the global LGM.
CRN-dates in the San Juan Mountains, Front Range, and Sawatch Range strongly support
this, with mean ages of ~19 ka, ~20-21 ka, and ~20 ka respectively (Guido et al., 2007;
Ward et al., 2009; Young et al., 2011). However, the northward movement of the jet
stream would bring increased winter precipitation back to the northern Rockies following
the LGM. Increased winter precipitation in this region may have resulted in a delayed
alpine glacier response to the Milankovitch forcing and global temperature rises that were
responsible for the retreat of the large ice sheets. CRN dates from the Teton Range and
Yellowstone Plateau of Wyoming indicate that the maximum ice stands indeed
significantly post-date the end of the global LGM, with dates as young as 14.7 ka
(Licciardi et al. 2001, Licciardi and Pierce, 2008). The late local maxima in the northern
Rockies indicate that these systems remained stable or even readvanced as the jet stream
migrated back north.
Lyle et al. (2012) has proposed that the dominant moisture source accounting for
the increased precipitation in the southern and central Rockies during the LGM was not
necessarily from the southward displacement of the jet stream, but rather suggests that
moisture was sourced from the tropical Pacific. The study compared Pacific Ocean data
to lake levels from the western U.S. and found that periods of Great Basin lake high
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stands are older than coastal wet periods of the same latitude. The Great Basin high
stands, however, were found to match the timing of a wet interval in southern California,
suggesting the source of most precipitation was from air masses transported northward
from the tropical Pacific, rather than westerly storm tracks (Lyle et al., 2012).
CRN-dates from the Wasatch Mountains indicate that the local maximum
occurred significantly later than the global LGM, around 15.7 ka (Laabs et al., 2006;
Refsnider et al., 2008). Given the CRN-ages from the latitudinally equivalent Uinta
(~18-16.5 ka) and northern Colorado Front Range (~18.4 ka), the LLGM in the Wasatch
Mountains cannot be attributed to the migration of the winter jet stream alone. Laabs et
al. (2006) and Leonard et al. (2008) suggest the delayed response to the global LGM in
the Wasatch Mountains is due to the presence of a pluvial Lake Bonneville, UT, which
would have provided significant moisture to the downwind glacial systems.
Despite the asynchronous timing of initial glacial retreat, CRN-dates from across
the western U.S. suggest that deglaciation occurred synchronously across the Rocky
Mountains between 16 and 15 ka. Further, these dates suggest rapid deglaciation
between 15 and 13 ka, with most valleys ice-free by 12.5 ka (Young et al., 2011).

Paleoclimate Inferences Overview

Numerous methods have been employed to study the LGM paleoclimate, from
global-scale atmospheric and oceanic circulation models to various smaller-scale
methods that assess individual glacier systems. Global climate models provide some
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insight into LGM Front Range climate, but their resolution is too coarse to extract
detailed data.
Individual glacier systems can be assessed through a variety of methods to extract
more precise paleoclimate data; however, all paleoclimate studies utilizing glacial data
are confronted with a two-variable problem. Temperature and precipitation, which have
the greatest effect on glacier mass balance (Paterson, 1994), cannot be separated in the
glacier paleoclimate analysis. It is difficult to determine the exact ratios of temperature
and precipitation that may have sustained a glacier system, as cold, dry conditions can
result in essentially the same glacier margins as warm wet conditions (Figure 10).
Despite the two-variable problem, paleoglacier analysis still provides the exceptionally
refined insight into Quaternary paleoclimate studies because they can provide specific
quantities of precipitation and temperature values pertinent to a definitive area.

Paleoclimate Inferences: Global Climate Modeling Methods

Atmospheric and oceanic circulation models give climate insights into broad areas.
The PMIP2 model has been particularly useful in paleoclimate investigations, because it
allows the assessment of multiple paleo-environmental records in 1.4˚ to 7.5˚
latitude/longitude (average = ~ 5˚) resolution models, to investigate interactions and
feedbacks between the atmosphere, ice-covered regions, oceans, seas, lakes, and
landmasses.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, results from global climate PMIP2 modeling indicates
a ~10˚C summer temperature depression and decreased LGM precipitation northern
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Figure 10: A generalized representation of a temperature and precipitation curve,
illustrating the two-variable problem faced by paleoclimate studies based on glacier
evidence. The curve represents possible combinations of temperature and precipitation
which could sustain a given glacier system, indicating that cold, dry conditions can
produce essentially the same glacier margins as cool, wet conditions. While other
climate parameters influence a glacier’s extent, this study focuses specifically on the
major variables of temperature and precipitation. Figure courtesy of Dr. Eric Leonard.
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Rocky Mountains, and a 5˚C summer depression with increased precipitation in the
southern Rockies (Braconnot et al., 2007). The estimated PMIP2 Front Range LGM
summer temperature depression is approximately 8.5˚C, and the paleoprecipitation model
suggests the Front Range received near-modern amounts of precipitation during the LGM.
Another large-scale climate model, the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Community Climate Model version 0 (CCM0) assessed the western United
States at a resolution of 4.0˚ latitude by 7.5˚ longitude (Hostetler and Clark, 1997).
Results suggest summer temperature depressions of 9-12˚C in the Rocky Mountains at
modern precipitation conditions (Hostetler and Clark, 1997).

Paleoclimate Inferences: ELA Methods

Early glaciological insights into paleoclimate utilized modern and reconstructed
paleo-equilibrium line altitudes (ELAs). The equilibrium line is the line across a glacier
surface that separates the glacier into an upper zone of accumulation where ice mass is
gained, and a lower zone of ablation where ice mass is lost (Paterson, 1994). At the ELA,
the net mass of snow accumulation above the line is equal to the net mass of ice lost
below the line. ELAs are highly sensitive to climatic variation, so determining the
changes in ELA over time can provide some insight into paleoclimate conditions.
Generally speaking, a rise in a given glacier’s ELA suggests glacial recession, and a
lowering of the ELA suggests glacial advance. While the climate controls influencing the
ELA tend to be complex (Andrews et al., 1970; Williams, 1975; Porter, 1977), numerous
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paleoclimate studies have used modern and paleo-ELAs in the Rocky Mountains (e.g.
Leonard, 1989, 2007; Brugger and Goldstein, 1999; Munroe and Mickelson, 2002).
Where modern glacier ELAs are available for study and paleo-ELAs are known
for those same glaciers, studies attempt to utilize the magnitude of the ELA depression to
infer differences of temperature and precipitation from modern conditions (e.g., Andrews,
1975). Where modern glaciers do not exist and modern ELA’s are not available, studies
must use modern climate data at paleo-ELA locations and compare them with climate
conditions of modern ELAs at similar elevations (e.g., Leonard, 1989); however, a
comprehensive study of ELA-methods by Meierding (1982) suggests results from these
methods must be approached with high caution, as it is difficult to know exactly how
each of the many climatic variables that control glaciers influence a particular systems
ELA.
A study by Leonard (1984) reconstructed paleo-ELAs of 85 drainage systems in
the San Juan Mountains. Results indicate that no significant change in dominant
circulation patterns occurred in the San Juan region during the LGM, and he attributed
the changes from modern conditions in the ELA of LGM alpine glaciers to increased
precipitation and depressed temperature. Results from ELA analysis of 30 glacial
systems in the Sangre de Cristo Range show the ELA were at lower elevations in the
eastern side of the Sangre de Cristo Range, suggesting that the dominant LGM moisture
source in the study area was southeasterly derived from the Gulf of Mexico, rather than
the westerly derived moisture dominating the range today (Refsnider et al., 2009).
A comparison study of between ELA calculation methods by Meierding (1982)
reveals numerous insights into LGM Front Range paleoclimate. The highest ELAs
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during the LGM were located in the southern Front Range, which Meierding (1982)
suggests is because of higher temperatures in the south than the north, in addition to
lower elevation and lower total snow accumulation at northern Front Range locations.
This study also suggests LGM ELAs fall between 3100 and 3200 m for the Middle
Boulder and North St. Vrain drainages, and is likely at a slightly higher altitude in the
North St. Vrain drainage than in Middle Boulder Creek.
Meierding’s (1982) study also indicates that small LGM glaciers on the eastern
side of the Front Range had ELAs 50 to 100 m lower than small glaciers on the west side;
however, no difference in ELAs were found on large glaciers. Meierding (1982)
attributed the east-west altitude difference to less total irradiance received by small
glaciers on the east as a result of the local topography. Lastly, Meierding notes that
winter storms from the west were presumably funneled into center of the Front Range
through low-lying Middle Park, resulting in a higher snowfall and greater effects of wind
drift in the center of the range.
Few studies have utilized ELA methods to extract numerical paleoclimate data.
One such study by Munroe and Mickelson (2002) assessed paleoclimate conditions the
Uinta Mountains, due west of the Colorado Front Range, which indicates a temperature
depression of 5.5˚C to match estimated LGM precipitation values. In the Colorado
Rocky Mountains, Leonard (1989) suggests an LGM temperature depression of 8.5˚C at
modern precipitation amounts, 10.4˚C at half modern precipitation amounts, and 6.3˚C if
modern precipitation were doubled.
More recent ELA studies have utilized high-resolution modeling in the central
and southern Rockies, which indicate a summer depression of 6-8˚C with modern
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precipitation amounts to maintain LGM in Colorado and Wyoming, or 2.5-5.5˚C
depressions if the amount of precipitation was doubled (Leonard, 2007). Leonard (2007)
also suggests these results may underestimate temperature depressions by as much as 2˚C
due to modeling uncertainties. Temperature depressions and precipitation modifier
possibilities for the Rocky Mountain region have been compiled by Leonard (2007), and
are presented in Figure 11.
Equilibrium-line altitude modeling by Brugger (2007) suggests the Sawatch
Range experienced summer depressions 7.6˚C assuming other climate variables,
including precipitation, are held constant. If the precipitation increased by 25%, a
temperature depression of 7.3˚C would have been necessary to sustain Sawatch glaciers,
while a 25% decrease in precipitation would require a 7.9˚C temperature depression.
Also, with a 5.0˚C temperature depression, Brugger’s (2007) ELA analysis indicates that
a 350% increase in precipitation would be necessary to sustain Sawatch glaciers, and the
author suggests the changes in ELAs are more attributable to greater summer temperature
depressions than to increases in precipitation.

Paleoclimate Inferences: Glacier Modeling

The Plummer and Philips (2003) model utilized in this study has been used to
assess numerous individual glacier systems across the Rocky Mountains. Results from
Laabs et al. (2005) found that the Wasatch and Uinta Mountains were 6-7˚C cooler at
modern precipitation ratios. At modern precipitation amounts, additional results from
undergraduate theses indicate that the Snowy Range, WY, was 6.2˚C cooler (Mackall,
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Figure 11: Climate alterations necessary to produce LGM-extent glaciation in various
Rocky Mountain ranges. This map was compiled by Leonard (2007), using regional
PRISM data and generalized ice-extents from Pierce (2003). Figure A indicates
temperature depressions necessary to sustain LGM glaciation with no alteration to
modern precipitation. Figure B indicates precipitation multipliers necessary to sustain
LGM glaciation given a uniform temperature depression of 7°C. The Front Range is
represented by a 7.6°C temperature depression in A, and a 1.2x precipitation modifier in
B. Modified from Jacobson, 2011; original data from Leonard, 2007.
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2011), the New Mexico Sangre de Cristo Range was 8.4˚C cooler (Jacobsen, 2010), and
the Colorado Sangre de Cristo Range was 5.5˚C cooler (Spiess, 2012). These studies also
calculated various ratios of temperature and precipitation (dT/dPPT) that could have
sustained the LGM glaciers (Figure 12).
Simple degree-day modeling by Brugger (2010) in the Sawatch Range and Elk
Mountains suggests that LGM glaciers in central Colorado were likely sustained by mean
annual temperature depressions of 6-8˚C with little change in precipitation.

Paleoclimate Inferences: Front Range Modeling

An early energy and mass balance model developed by Williams and McCoy
(1975) was employed by Leonard and McCoy (1990) to assess possible changes of
precipitation and temperature that may have supported the Middle Boulder Creek glacier.
The analysis suggested the area would have been approximately 10˚C cooler than present
with no change from modern precipitation. The modeling further suggests the LGM
MBG may have been sustained with a 35% decrease from modern precipitation coupled
with a 13˚C temperature depression, or a 50% increase in precipitation coupled with a
7˚C temperature depression (Leonard and McCoy, 1990).
Ward et al. (2009) modified a 2D numerical glacier model from Kessler et al.
(2006) to predict CRN concentrations in the MBC valley for a given history of ELA
change. The modeling suggests an ELA of 3350 m at 21 ka, which had risen to 3900 m
by 12.5 ka. Further, the results indicate an extensive, rapid retreat at the beginning of
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Figure 12: Compiled temperature depression and precipitation curves, established by
previous numerical modeling of Rocky Mountain glaciers using the Plummer and Phillips
(2003) model. Figure modified, courtesy of Eric Leonard. Key: Light green: Uinta
Mountains, UT (Laabs et al., 2006; Refsnider et al., 2008); Purple: New Mexico Sangre
de Cristo Range (Jacobsen, 2010); Brown: Absaroka Mountains, MT (Huss, 2012); Red:
Front Range, CO (Wollenberg, unpublished); Dark green: Elk Mountains, CO (Leonard,
unpublished); Dark blue: Snowy Range (Mackall, 2011).
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deglaciation at 21 ka, a stillstand or slight glacial readvance at 18 ka, and a final fast
retreat following the stillstand to 12.5 ka.
Wollenberg (unpublished, 2010) modeled the MBG using the Plummer and
Phillips (2003) model, although used different climate data sources than used in this
study. Wollenberg (unpublished) suggested the Front Range was approximately 6.8˚C
cooler than today if coupled with modern precipitation.
Dühnforth and Anderson (2011) employed 1D and 2D numerical models in the
Front Range, based on models adapted from MacGregor et al. (2000, 2009) and Kessler
et al. (2006) to obtain a plethora of paleoclimate and paleo-ELA data in the Green Lakes
Valley, which is the northern tributary of North Boulder Creek. Modeling results
indicate a mean annual temperature depression of 6˚C to maintain the LGM Green Lakes
Valley paleoglacier. If precipitation were increased by 50% from modern conditions,
their models indicate a temperature depression of 4.5˚C, and ~8˚C if precipitation is
reduced 50%. One-dimensional modeling results also indicate the best fit ELA in the
Green Lakes Valley glacier lies between 3280 and 3320 m, dependent upon the chosen
parameters which define the sliding velocity, while 2D modeling suggests an ELA of
~3300 m.
Modeling of the Green Lakes Valley Glacier were also suggests a relatively short
glacial response time to changing climate. By prescribing an oscillating climate,
Dühnforth and Anderson (2011) suggest a lag of 100-150 years between the ELA and
terminus position. Their 1D model indicates the ELA was situated at 3300 m at ~18 ka
and 3550-3600 m at ~14 ka, suggesting a 250-300 m rise during this period. Their 2D
model corresponded with the 1D results, suggesting a 350 m ELA rise between ~18 and
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~14 ka. The 2D model results further indicate a 100 m rise from ~14 to ~12 ka, and
another 300 m ELA rise to modern conditions
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Chapter 4: Numerical Modeling Method

Introduction

Paleoclimate analysis in this study utilizes a coupled, two-dimensional numerical
model developed by Plummer and Philips (2003). Plummer and Phillips (2003) have
successfully used the model to reconstruct glacial margins in the Sierra Nevada Range,
California. The model has also been successfully employed to reconstruct glacier systems
in the Tetons, WY (Plummer, 2004, 2005), the Uinta Mountains, UT (Laabs et al., 2006;
Refsnider et al., 2008), the Colorado and New Mexico Sangre de Cristo Range (Jacobsen,
2010; Spiess, 2012), the Absorkas, MT (Huss, 2012) and the Snowy Range, WY
(Mackall, 2011).
The model has two components, an energy/mass balance component which
models the difference between snow accumulation and ablation annually, and an ice flow
component, which models the flow of glacial ice. These coupled components determine
the extent of a steady-state glacier given the input topography and specified climate
conditions. The input climate conditions of the energy/mass balance model are
modifications from modern climate data, including monthly temperature gradients,
precipitation gradients, relative humidity, cloudiness, wind, longwave radiation and
shortwave radiation, and Milankovitch-adjusted insolation. The model utilizes these
inputs to calculate fluxes of longwave radiation, shortwave radiation, latent heat, and
sensible heat.
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The energy/mass balance model uses input climate and topography to calculate a
gridded distribution of snow accumulation on top of the input digital elevation model
(DEM), over a specified period of time (one year, in the case of this study). In pixel
locations where there is zero net accumulation, the energy/mass balance component
outputs an ablation value for the amount of potential water-equivalent ice loss. The
influence that topography has on avalanching and blocking of short-wave solar radiation
is also included in accumulation/ablation grid calculations.
The ice flow component of the model uses the annual energy and mass-balance
output to accumulate ice over multiple years, thereby thickening the ice. Input ice-flow
parameters determine where ice will flow annually based on the increasing stress from
accumulation. As ice flows down-slope, the surplus mass in the accumulation zone
moves downhill into the ablation zone. The model completes a run when the water
equivalent ice flow into the ablation zone is equal to the total water equivalent ablation.
The output glacier represents a steady-state glacier in mass balance equilibrium that
would develop under the input topography and climate conditions.
The approach to evaluate paleoclimate with the coupled model is to first validate
the model, to see if it can reconstruct modern conditions utilizing modern climate
conditions. The modern climatic conditions can then be altered systematically in attempt
to simulate the paleoglacier under hypothesized paleoclimate conditions. A successful
model result will reconstruct a paleoglacier with ice extents that closely conform to fieldmapped glacial margins. The model is most sensitive to temperature and precipitation,
with secondary factors such as cloudiness and wind speed only affecting glacial extent to
a small degree (Plummer and Phillips, 2003). Thus, modeling in this study consists of
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altering only temperature and precipitation from modern conditions, with a goal of
finding a suite of temperature/precipitation ratios that could successfully sustain the
paleoglacier at steady state.
The following sections provide an introduction to model operations for the
purposes of understanding how this study works and utilizes the model. Note, however, a
complete explanation of the model, equations, and assumptions of the coupled model is
located in Plummer and Phillips (2003).

Energy and Mass Balance Model

The snow/ice energy and mass balance model is programmed in Avenue Script of
Arcview GIS, version 3.3. Essentially, the model is a monthly balance between snow
accumulation and snow melting/evaporation, which is integrated over a one year to
output an annual mass balance grid. The primary inputs for the energy/mass balance
model consist of:

•

A digital elevation model (DEM).

•

Site latitude and longitude.

•

Monthly values for temperature, precipitation, windspeed, and relative
humidity, each as a function of elevation.

•

Monthly values for cloudiness, standard deviation of mean daily
temperature, and wind speed.

•

Milankovitch solar angle files, corrected for latitude and time period.
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For modeling calculations, the glacial system is outlined on the DEM and
transformed to a grid. Model calculations of accumulation/ablation occur in each
individual grid cell, the size determined by the DEM and/or mode of analysis. In each
grid cell, the monthly snowfall is calculated as a fraction of the month’s precipitation,
with an increasing proportion falling as snow as temperatures decrease. Precipitation
occurring in cells below 2˚C add to the glacier’s snowpack, while precipitation occurring
in cells above 2˚C may contribute heat, but not mass, to the glacier.
Within each month, the model assumes that precipitation is uniformly distributed
and temperature is normally distributed, meaning that each grid cell’s temperature is
calculated from the month’s mean temperature, monthly temperature standard deviation,
and the normal distribution curve, which determines the fraction of time during the month
that falls below 2˚C (Oerlemans, 1993; Orndorff and Craig, 1994).
The surface energy balance determines the monthly snow losses due to melting
and sublimation. In the model, Plummer and Phillips (2003) define the ablation season as
“the portion of the year in which the mean air temperature is above zero, and the surface
temperature is assumed to remain at the melting point during that time.” During the
accumulation season, only the snow loss associated with sublimation is calculated.
In each grid cell, the mass of snow removed via melting is determined from the
equation:

M = Rnet + H – L + A + G
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where M is rate of melting and removal of snow, Rnet is the shortwave and longwave
radiation balance, H is the sensible heat exchange, L is the latent heat exchange, A is the
energy advected into the snow via precipitation, and G is the conductive heat exchange
with the subsurface.
Components A and G are generally negligible in the overall energy balance of a
glacier (Oerlemans, 1993), although are included in the model for completeness.
Sensible (H) and latent (L) heat exchanges are both forms of turbulent transfers of energy.
Each variable is described by dimensionless coefficients that account for surface
roughness, temperature and wind speed gradients, and atmospheric stability.
The outgoing longwave radiation form the snowpack is considered constant, as
ice radiates essentially as a blackbody in the infrared. Incoming longwave is considered
from three main sources: the atmosphere under clear-sky conditions, the atmosphere
under cloudy conditions, and surrounding terrain. As clouds are a significant source of
thermal radiation, cloud cover increases the longwave emission received by the glacier
(Kondratev, 1973).
The monthly net shortwave radiation is calculated using the shortwave radiation
over a single mid-month day as the average daily value, and is corrected for Milankovitch
variations associated with changing Earth-Sun distances. To calculate shortwave
radiation influx at each cell, the model creates a “viewfactor” grid to calculate the amount
of shortwave radiation exposure for each month. The viewfactor calculations incorporate
site latitude, topography, and sun position (determined by the Milankovitch parameters)
to produce values for direct, diffuse, and backscattered radiation (Walraven, 1978;
Dingman 1993). The model uses a mean daily net shortwave radiation value for each
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month, determined from the shortwave radiation of only one mid-month day. The
balance of shortwave and longwave radiation (Rnet) in each cell is determined by the
combination of longwave radiation from aforementioned sources, and the shortwave
radiation viewfactor.
The model uses a value of 0.7 describing the albedo of snow, and 0.4 for ice.
Since ice generally does not accumulate in a one-year model run, it is initially treated as
snow with the albedo of 0.7. If snow or ice is not present, it treats the bare ground
surface as ice with an albedo of 0.4 to calculate how much ice melt would occur if the
location were in the ablation zone.
Utilizing the described data, the energy and mass balance model calculates snow
accumulation and snow ablation across the DEM for each month, under the specified
climate. After a specified timeframe (one year in this study), the net snowpack is
calculated from total snow accumulation and ablation. Initial runs utilized modern
climate inputs, and investigations of paleoclimate utilize specified changes from the
modern conditions. Paleotemperature is specified as an additive change to modern
temperature, which results in a paleotemperature at a grid point that is equal to the
modern temperature at that grid point plus or minus the uniformly applied temperature
difference input. Paleoprecipitation modification from modern conditions is done with a
multiplying factor, which results in paleoprecipitation at a grid point that is equal to the
modern precipitation at that grid point multiplied by the uniformly applied multiplier.
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Ice flow Model

The output from the energy and mass-balance model is used in the ice flow model
to determine a net annual snow accumulation rate on the snow/ice surface for the given
set of climatic parameters. The area defined by a positive snow accumulation rate is
named the accumulation area, while the area defined by a negative rate is named the
ablation area.
In the accumulation area, the annually accumulated snow builds until the
increasing stress, driven by gravity, causes the ice mass to flow outwards. As the
accumulation area is located at higher altitudes, ice flows downhill into the ablation area.
A glacier is considered in steady-state when the net annual accumulation is equal to the
net annual ablation, providing a stopping point for ice flow modeling.
The two-dimensional ice flow model determines the ablation area of the glacier,
and predicts what the glacier would look like under the given climatic conditions. The
vertically integrated flow model calculates the flux of into or out of each grid cell
utilizing a set of equations that relate ice flow to ice thickness, and surface slope. In
order to apply this flow model to the study of paleoclimate, the model is used to
reconstruct steady-state glaciers that match geomorphic evidence, providing insight into
the climate conditions that sustained the steady-state paleoglacier.
The model cannot accurately describe flow where there is either longitudinal
compression or extension, as is only calculates the shallow ice approximation, or the ice
flow occurring via plain strain. However, as the primary goal is to locate the position of
the terminus at steady state, the flow patterns that form the glacier are considered
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unimportant (Plummer and Phillips, 2003). In applying the plain-strain equations to
alpine glaciers, the model assumes that the ice thickness is the primary control of glacial
interaction with topography, and thickness calculated with the flow model are accurate.
The following four ice flow model equations and descriptions are paraphrased
directly from Plummer and Phillips (2003) Section 1.3 Flow Model: The model describes
ice flow with the mass continuity expression for flow in two dimensions:

where h is the ice surface elevation above the DEM, M is the annual snow balance, and
both qx and qy are ice fluxes per unit width, in the x and y directions.
The ice fluxes are a product of ice thickness and the depth-integrated average ice
velocity. The average horizontal velocities due to sliding and deformation is described
by Fastook and Chapman (1989) and Pfeffer et al. (1997) with the equation:

(

)

( )

( )

where H is ice thickness, u is the velocity, ud is the velocity due to sliding, us the velocity
of sliding, τ is basal shear stress, A is a coefficient of ice velocity due to deformation, B is
the coefficient of ice velocity associated with glacier sliding, and f is a parameter which
defines the fraction of flow due to sliding versus deformation. Both exponents m and n
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are ice flow parameters, where m=3 and n=2 (Fastook and Chapman, 1989). The basal
shear stress, τ, is further defined by:

τ=∆gH

where ∆ is the slope,  is the ice density, g is gravitational acceleration, and H is the ice
thickness.
Coefficients of ice velocity due to deformation and sliding, A and B, are expressed
in the following equivalences:

( )

( )

Model tuning by Plummer and Phillips has led to the standardized model input values of
A = 1 x 10-7 yr-1 Pa-3 and B = 1.5 x 10-3m yr-1 Pa-2, with the weighting factor, f, set to 0.5.
Plummer and Phillips (2003) state these values are consistent with alpine glaciers that
experience most velocity due to internal deformation.
The ice flow model also calculates the integrated balance of the glacier during the
ice flow modeling, defined as:

(

)
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This calculation is done on an annual basis over the surface of the glacier and indicates
how synchronized the ice flow is with the amount of accumulation and ablation. The
intial ice is entirely in the accumulation zone, meaning the integrated balance begins at
100%. When the glacier reaches mass balance equilibrium, the accumulation is equal to
ablation resulting in an integrated balance of 0%. However, if the integrated balance
deviates more than 3-4% from 0% upon completion of an ice flow run, it is an indication
that the glacier is in shape steady state but not in mass balance equilibrium. This
provides a way to monitor if the glacier has reached steady state, as well as the quality of
the results from ice flow modeling.

Iterative Model Simulations

The ice flow model adds ice to the underlying topography, thereby altering both
the surface elevation and topographic shading of the glacier. Ice located at higher
elevations is subject to cooler temperatures from the temperature-elevation gradient, but
also receive increased amounts of solar shortwave radiation with less shading. In order to
reconstruct a glacier that accurately reflects both the surface energy and mass balance, it
is necessary to run the energy and mass balance and flow models iteratively.
To successfully run iterative simulations, the flow model output of ice thickness is
added to the DEM. A new viewfactor grid is created which accounts for radiation flux
according to the new geometry. Utilizing the new viewfactor, a new energy and mass
balance model is run with the same altitude-dependent climatic inputs as the previous run.
The energy and mass balance output is then fed back into the flow model, which outputs
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a new ice thickness based on the new geometry. This process is repeated until the
reconstructed glacier reaches a stable geometry, reflecting steady state conditions.

Limitations

The model does not account for all factors that may affect some glacier systems to
some degree, including variable basal sliding, debris cover, seasonality, and wind
redistribution of snow from outside or inside the system. Because one flow law, which
incorporates basal sliding, is used across the entire glacier system in the Plummer and
Phillips model, the model cannot accurately replicate a glacier system which experiences
large spatial variations in basal sliding along its flow path. Because crystalline rocks
largely underlie both drainages examined in this study, variable basal sliding is
considered negligible in these circumstances. Debris cover on the glacier surface can
influence the amounts of longwave and shortwave radiation received by the glacier (e.g.
Reznichenko et al., 2010), though the model does not account for any incidence of debris
cover. The model also has no way of accounting for additional snow accumulation
brought from outside of the glacial system by wind transport, which may be an especially
relevant concern in the Colorado Front Range (Outcalt and MacPhail, 1965).
In addition to model limitations, this study may also be limited by the use of the
model. This study only assessed temperature and precipitation changes from modern
conditions, and left model inputs for cloudiness, wind speed, and relative humidity at
modern values. However, these climatic parameters are considered to be second-order
importance to the effects of precipitation and temperature on glacier mass balance
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(Paterson, 1994; Plummer and Phillips, 2003). This study also does not investigate the
possible effects of changes in seasonality, working under the assumption that any
seasonal variations balance out with the application of a constant temperature depression
and precipitation factor across the entire mass balance year.
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Chapter 5: Methods

LGM Paleoclimate

The maximum Pinedale extents to which the models are run are largely reliant on
previous mapping. Madole (1985, 1998) mapped Pinedale extents along the entirety of
the Front Range and were used in glacier reconstructions by Porter et al. (1983),
providing a base for modeling extents (Figure 6). Mapping by Ward et al. (2009; Figure
13), topographic maps and lidar from the Boulder Creek Critical Zone Observatory
(CZO; http://czo.colorado.edu) were used to confirm locations of lateral and terminal
moraines at the Middle Boulder Creek location. At the North St. Vrain location, existing
glacier margin mapping is limited to Madole et al. (1998; Figure 14). Madole et al.’s
(1998) mapping was used in addition to topographic and satellite imagery to reconstruct
the LGM NSV extent.
In order to reconstruct the Middle Boulder and North St. Vrain paleoglaciers at
LGM maximum extents, each system is analyzed individually using the Plummer and
Phillips (2003) 2D coupled mass balance and ice flow model. The model is used to
recreate each glacier to its respective LGM extent, given a temperature depression from
modern conditions with no change to modern precipitation or other climate variables.
The MBC glacier is modeled at 60 m resolution, and the NSV is modeled at 90 m
resolution.
Additional combinations of temperature depressions and factors of modern
precipitation that could sustain the LGM glacier are determined utilizing mass and
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Figure 13: The Middle Boulder Creek drainage, with re-interpreted LGM terminal
moraine margins by Ward et al. (2009). CRN-dated bedrock locations and dates
associated with the deglaciation of the MBC value are also listed. Figure from Ward et al.
(2009).
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Figure 14: Mapping of the North St. Vrain Glacier, by Madole (1998).
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energy-balance model statistics. This is done by clipping the ice surface grid (the DEM
plus the ice thickness grid) to the best-fit glacier margins, previously obtained result from
coupled mass balance and ice flow modeling with the given temperature depression
combined with modern precipitation. The clipped area is then input into the energy and
mass balance model at different temperature and precipitation combinations to find
dT/dPPT ratios that will result in a net ice accumulation value which is equal to the net
ablation value. Model statistics assess the energy and mass balance grids for total ice
accumulation and ablation, and a steady-state glacier is indicated when statistics show net
ice accumulation = net ice ablation = 0. By modeling numerous dT/dPPT ratios, a curve
similar to those in illustrated in Figure 12 is extracted, indicating the possible
combinations of temperature depressions and precipitation factors that could have
sustained the given glacier system.

Post-LGM Rates of Climate Change

The goal of the post-LGM paleoclimate study is to assess the possible magnitude
and rates of climate changes that may have occurred during the CRN-dated periods (~2113.5 ka) following the LGM. The calculations rely on the Plummer and Phillips (2003)
numerical model to reconstruct the Middle Boulder Creek glacier to three extents along
its deglaciation flow path, in addition to its maximum LGM extent. CRN-dated bedrock
locations, from Ward et al. (2009; Figure 13), provide insight into when each location
became exposed to the surface due to the retreat of the glacier and thereby provide a way
to quantify the magnitude and rates of climate change between the dated intervals. There
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is no field evidence that outlines glacier margins during valley deglaciation, as the
glaciers generally retreat faster than they can deposit sediment. Thus, in the post-LGM
reconstructions, the model is used to reconstruct a glacier so its maximum extent is at or
very near the selected CRN-dated location.
To standardize the assessment, the temperature depression from modern
conditions that could have sustained the glacier at each CRN-dated location is found
using the model, assuming all other climate variables are held constant at modern
conditions with the exception of solar angle data, which is adjusted for Milankovitch
cycles associated with the respective CRN-date. It is important for this pilot study to
isolate one climate variable, such as temperature, to assess the magnitude and rates of
climate change during deglaciation for a straightforward analysis.
There is significant dating error associated with any CRN-dated location due to
the many variables affecting the amount of cosmogenic radiation inflicted upon a rock
surface in addition to the effects of erosion on the target nuclide concentrations (Benson
et al., 2004; Ward et al., 2009). The specific CRN-dates selected for this study were
selected among many due to their relatively small dating error to minimize amplification
of this error in rate of climate change calculations. The CRN-dated locations selected in
this study are 17.7 +/- 2.7 ka, 15.9 +/- 1.6 ka, and 13.5 +/- 1.3 ka (Figure 15; Ward et al.,
2009).
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Figure 15: The selected CRN dates from Ward et al. (2009) within this study’s
reconstructed glacier margins. The CRN dates and locations are utilized in the
deglacation and rate of climate change analysis.
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Climate Data

Tables 1 and 2 show the climate data sources utilized in the energy/mass balance
model for the Middle Boulder Creek and North St. Vrain study locations, respectively
(actual data is listed in Appendixes A and B). Note that the North St. Vrain drainage
utilizes wind speed and relative humidity data from the Long Term Ecological Research
(LTER) station located on Niwot Ridge, near Middle Boulder Creek, due to
unavailability of this data near the North St. Vrain study area.
Temperature and precipitation regressions used 30-arc second Parameterelevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) data from 1970-2000. The
data associated with each glacial valley was extracted from each monthly PRISM grid,
allowing the extraction of monthly temperature and precipitation regressions specific to
the particular drainage.
To calculate appropriate shortwave radiation affecting the system, the mass
balance model utilized solar angle data from 21 ka to model the Middle Boulder and
North St. Vrain glacier’s maximum stands, based on numerous carbon- and CRN-dated
data sources suggesting the local LGM occurred at ~21 ka in the study area (e.g. Ward et
al., 2009; Dühnforth and Anderson, 2011; Thackeray, 2008).
For the deglaciation calculations, solar angle data from the 18 ka, 15 ka, and 12.5
ka were used in glacial reconstructions to match the respective sample-dated location of
17.7 +/- 2.7 ka, ~15.9 +/- 1.6 ka, and ~13.5 +/- 1.3 ka. These solar angle dates do not
correspond exactly to the CRN-dates provided by Ward et al. (2009). However, there is
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significant uncertainty associated with the CRN-dates (Table 3), making it difficult to
determine the most appropriate date to apply to solar angle files.
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Table 1: MBG Climate Data Sources
Climate
Source
Parameter
Precipitation as a
PRISM data
function of
elevation (m ppt./m
elev.)
Temperature as a
PRISM data
function of
elevation (˚C/m)
Standard deviation
of daily mean
temperatures
(˚C/m)
Cloudiness
(estimated as % of
days with
precipitation)
Relative Humidity
(decimal %)

Wind speed (m/s)

Date
1970-2000

1970-2000

NWCC – SNOTEL 1990-2011
Historical Average
temperatures for
Niwot Ridge Site
663
SNOTEL Niwot
1981-2010
Ridge Site 663
Niwot Ridge
LTER,
Identifier: knb-lternwt.401.10
Niwot Ridge
LTER,
Identifier: knb-lternwt.401.10

Additional
Information
Input as a
second-order
polynomial
Input as a
first-order
polynomial
Elevation:
3020 m

Elevation:
3020 m

2001-2010

Elevation:
3018 m

2001-2010

Elevtion:
3018 m
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Table 2: NSV Climate Data Sources
Climate
Parameter
Precipitation as a
function of
elevation (m ppt/m
elev.)
Temperature as a
function of
elevation (˚C/m)
Standard deviation
of daily mean
temperatures
(˚C/m)
Cloudiness
(estimated as % of
days with
precipitation)
Relative Humidity
(decimal %)

Wind speed (m/s)

Source

Date

Additional
Information
Input as a
second-order
polynomial

PRISM stations

1970-2000

PRISM data

1970-2000

NWCC – SNOTEL
Historical Average
temperatures for
Copeland Lake Site
412
SNOTEL
Copeland Lake Site
412

1990-2011

1981-2010

Elevation:
2914 m

Niwot Ridge
LTER,
Identifier: knb-lternwt.401.10
Niwot Ridge
LTER,
Identifier: knb-lternwt.401.10

2001-2010

Elevation:
3018 m

2001-2010

Elevation:
3018 m

Input as a
first-order
polynomial
Elevation:
2914 m
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Table 3: Middle Boulder Creek Deglaciation Data
Ward CRN
date (ka)

Input solar
angle data (ka)

Temperature
depression (˚C)

Precipitation
(x modern)

Glaciated area
(~km2)

Maximum ice
thickness (m)

13.5 +/- 1.3
15.9 +/- 1.6
17.7 +/- 2.7
LGM (~21)

12
15
18
21

4.7
6.4
6.2
6.5

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

2
38
39
65

114
391
392
445
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Chapter 6: Model Results

Model Validation

The energy and mass balance model was used to test the accuracy of the Middle
Boulder Creek climate input file. The model was run with no changes to the modern
climate conditions, to see if the mass balance output could accurately duplicate modern
field-mapped conditions, such as present locations of current glaciers and ice fields. A
successful energy and mass balance validation output will show an appropriate amount of
annual snow accumulation of modern glaciers and snowfields. The output accumulation
areas should be smaller than actual areas containing modern glaciers and snowfields, as
ice flow modeling would increase the size of the snow/ice covered area by approximately
one-third (if assuming an accumulation area ratio of ~0.65). The location of model snow
accumulation is less important than the total amount of accumulation due to the
noteworthy effects of wind redistribution of snow in the Colorado Front Range. As noted
in previous studies (e.g. Outcalt and MacPhail, 1965), modern Front Range glaciers exist
in their current locations largely due to wind redistribution of snow; therefore, the
validation modeling which cannot account for wind redistribution, cannot be expected to
accurately reflect the exact location of modern glaciers and snowfields. For the scope of
the validation, the ice flow modeling was decidedly unnecessary due to time constraints
and predictability of results.
Because MBC valley does not contain any locations with modern glaciers or
permanent snow fields, the validation testing was extended to include the nearby high
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elevation portions of North Boulder Creek, South St. Vrain Creek, and Cascade Creek
drainages which contain the 0.24 km2 Arapaho Glacier, 0.06 km2 Arikaree Glacier, 0.05
km2 Isabelle Glacier, the 0.25 km2 Fair Glacier, and several mapped snowfields (Figure
7). The validation modeling of the MBC drainage did not accumulate snow in any
location within the drainage areas, consistent with field evidence. The validation
modeling reproduced accumulation areas in many locations covered by modern glaciers
and snowfields in the extended validation areas (Figure 16). The mass balance modeling
did not accumulate adequate amounts of snow where the modern Arapaho, Arikaree, or
Isabelle Glaciers exist, or in two modern snowfields; however, these glaciers may be
largely supported by wind-redistributed snow. The mass balance output shows snow
accumulation on the west side of the Continental Divide, where no modern glaciers or
snowfields exist. In these areas, the modeled net snow accumulation may in reality be
removed by wind and transported to the east side of the Continental Divide, perhaps
aiding to sustain the modern Arapaho, Arikaree, and Isabelle Glaciers. The total modeled
area covered by snow accumulation is an appropriate amount, however, and the
prominent effects of wind redistribution of snow explain the inconsistency of modeled
accumulation locations with actual accumulation locations.
The energy and mass balance model was also used to validate the separate North
St. Vrain climate input file in the NSV system, in the same manner as the MBC climate
input file was tested in the MBC valley. The NSV validation model output shows a much
greater ice and snow accumulation area than actual area covered by field-mapped glaciers
and snowfields (Figure 17). While much of the modeled accumulation is in areas often
subject to transport by wind, such as high peaks and the west side of the Continental
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Figure 16: Hillshade imagery including portions of the North Boulder Creek (east), South
St. Vrain (north), and Cascade Creek (west) drainages just north of Middle Boulder
Creek (Figure 7). Locations currently occupied by modern glaciers and snowfields are
denoted by white polygons. Areas of ice accumulation from energy and mass balance
modeling, with the Middle Boulder Creek input file (Appendix A) set to modern
conditions, are noted in blue. IG = Isabelle Glacier, FG = Fair Glacier , Ak = Arikaree
Glacier, Ap = Arapaho Glacier.
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Figure 17: Mass balance modeling of the North St. Vrain study location at modern
conditions, with the North St. Vrain climate input data (Appendix B). Locations with
permanent ice cover are outlined with white polygons: the Moomaw Glacier (MG)
located near the Continental Divide in the middle drainage, and an unnamed ice field in
the southern drainage, near the Continental Divide. Areas of modeled snow
accumulation are blue. The LGM reconstructed margins are outlined in blue for reference.
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Figure 18: Mass balance modeling of the North St. Vrain study location at modern
conditions, with the Middle Boulder Creek climate input data (Appendix A). Locations
with permanent ice cover are outlined with white polygons: the Moomaw Glacier (MG)
located near the Continental Divide in the middle drainage, and an unnamed ice field in
the southern drainage, near the Continental Divide. Areas of modeled snow
accumulation are blue. The LGM reconstructed margins are outlined in blue for reference.
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Divide, the substantial model accumulation within the NSV drainage itself makes the
validation test of the NSV climate input file a concern.
The MBC climate input file was also used in the NSV system, to see if it would
produce similar results as the NSV climate input file. These validation modeling results
indicate a reasonable total amount of accumulation area near the NSV system, but the
modeled accumulation areas are not located where modern glaciers and snowfields
actually exist (Figure 18). The modeled accumulation areas with the MBC climate input
file are located on high peaks and the west side of the Continental Divide, again areas
that are likely subject to wind transport in the Front Range. Taking the probable effects of
windblown snow accumulation in the modern system, the MBC climate input file created
much more believable results than the NSV climate input file.

Middle Boulder Glacier Mapped LGM Reconstructions

The reconstructed glacier margins utilized in this study are shown in Figure 4.
The high elevation margins on the western side of the MBC study area relied on mapping
by Madole (1985) and Madole et al. (1998) (Figure 6). The reconstructed terminus
margins is based on recent mapping by Ward et al. (2009), who mapped the LGM
terminus at a small, sharp crested moraine-like feature inset ~650 m southward from
Madole et al.’s (1998) mapping. Lidar provided aided in selection of the terminal
margins, showing distinctive topographic features likely representing deposits from the
recent Pinedale features, as opposed to the more subdued landforms likely associated
with earlier glaciations.
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A portion of the small 12-km2 Caribou Creek drainage, located between the
Middle Boulder Creek and North Boulder Creek drainages was also selected for analysis
in this study, as Madole (1985) and Madole et al. (1998) indicate there was some
exchange of ice between MBC and Caribou Creek during the LGM. Margins in the
Caribou Creek area, located in the northeastern offshoot of the northern drainage of the
MBC valley, are based on Madole et al.’s (1998) mapping and modified to fit sharp
topographic features, presumably associated with the Pinedale glaciation, evident in lidar
data.

Middle Boulder Glacier Modeled LGM Reconstructions

The best-fit LGM MBG reconstruction was modeled with a 6.6˚C temperature
depression coupled with modern precipitation (often referred to in the format of 6.6˚C/1xPPT hereafter) (Figure 19). The modeled glacier has a surface area of 65 km2
and a maximum thickness of 445 m at the confluence of the northern and southern
drainages. Figures 20 and 21 show glacier reconstructions modeled with similar
temperature depressions of 6.5˚C and 6.7˚C depressions, coupled with modern
precipitation. The LGM modeling took 15-16 iterations for each scenario to reach steady
state conditions, denoted when the ice thickness changed in none of the 60 meter cells
near the terminus, and <2 cell change in ice thickness values in the higher elevation
locations. The reliability of all three LGM MBG ice flow modeling results is confirmed
by the integrated balance value of <0.8% upon model completion. As discussed in
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Figure 19: The best-fit LGM steady state Middle Boulder Creek glacier, modeled with a
6.6°C temperature depression and modern precipitation. Expected margins based on
field-mapping and lidar assessment are outlined in dark blue. The steady-state glacier is
noted in varying shades of blue, with darker areas representing the thickest ice. Max ice
thickness is 445 m; total glaciated area is 65 km2.
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Figure 20: The Middle Boulder Creek glacier modeled with a 6.5°C temperature
depression and modern precipitation, undershooting the LGM terminal margins. The
result ran nearly a kilometer short of the terminus and did not reach mapped moraines in
the Eldora Ski Area (southern portion of main drainage neck). The steady-state glacier is
noted in varying shades of blue, with darker areas representing the thickest ice.
Maximum ice thickness is 433 m.
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Figure 21: The Middle Boulder Creek glacier modeled with a 6.7°C temperature
depression and modern precipitation, overshooting the LGM terminal margins. While
this result reached the easternmost terminus, the reconstructed glacier overshoots the
northern terminal outlet by ~ 1 km, and accumulates excessive amounts of ice in the
Caribou Creek drainage. The steady-state glacier is noted in varying shades of blue, with
darker areas representing the thickest ice. Maximum ice thickness is 456 m.
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Chapter 4, an integrated balance close to 0% suggests reliable ice flow modeling results
as the system had reached both shape steady state and mass balance equilibrium.
The best-fit modeled glacier reconstruction, modeled at -6.6˚C/1xPPT, did not
match the field- and lidar-mapped margins perfectly. The modeled reconstruction
undershot the easternmost terminus by approximately 400 m, and overshot the northern
outlet of the near-terminus moraine by approximately 500 m. This overflow contains ice
that is generally 60-100 m thick. The -6.5˚C/1xPPT result undershoots the terminus by
nearly a kilometer and fails to reach the mapped moraines in the southern portion of the
main drainage neck. The -6.7˚C/1xPPT result reaches the easternmost terminus, but
overshoots the northern terminal outlet by ~1 km and accumulates excessive amounts of
ice in the Caribou Creek drainage, in many locations is >150 m thick.
Model reconstructions, including the best-fit result, show ice accumulation
outside of mapped margins in many portions of the high elevation areas and in most of
the Caribou Creek drainage area. This ice is generally less than 60 m thick in the main
MBC valley, and generally less than 100 m thick in the Caribou Creek drainage, meaning
it is more likely to be cold-based, non-erosive ice.

LGM Paleoclimate

Given the reconstructed MBG geometries observed in this study, the most
probable temperature depression lies between 6.6 and 6.7˚C with modern precipitation,
and is likely closer to 6.6˚C. Given the suggested model error of +/- 0.5˚C, refinement
past 0.1˚C is presumably unnecessary.
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A curve of possible temperature depressions and modern precipitation modifier
values was extracted with energy and mass balance model statistics (Figure 22). Results
indicate the MBG may have been sustained with a temperature depression of 5.0˚C
coupled with 150% modern precipitation, or 8.6˚C temperature depression coupled with
50% of modern precipitation.
Energy and mass balance modeling with the 6.6˚C depression and modern
precipitation also indicates the MBG had an accumulation season of six months, from
November through April. The -5.0˚C/1.5xPPT result indicates a five-month
accumulation season (November – March), and the -8.6˚C/0.5xPPT result indicates a
seven-month accumulation season (October – April).

Post-LGM Deglaciation Reconstructions

The MBG paleoglacier was successfully reconstructed to the three selected
deglaciation-associated CRN-dated locations (Figure 15), in addition to the
aforementioned LGM terminal moraine location. Figures 23, 24, and 25 each display the
best-fit glacier reconstruction at ~17.7 ka, ~15.9 ka, and ~13.5 ka, respectively. Table 3
lists the total glaciated area modeled at each reconstruction.
The reconstruction at 15.9 ka proved to be somewhat problematic due the CRNdate sample location near the confluence of the northern and southern MBC valleys. The
best-fit result (-6.4˚C/1xPPT) shows the 15.9 ka data point entirely covered by ice
(Figure 24). However, modeling at -6.3˚C/1xPPT shows ice in the southern drainages
retreated 1 km upvalley from the data point (Figure 26). The CRN-date location from
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Figure 22: Possible ratios of temperature depressions and precipitation modifiers, both
relative to modern, which may have sustained LGM glaciation in the Middle Boulder
Creek valley.
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Figure 23: The Middle Boulder Creek glacier modeled to the 17.7 +/- 2.7 ka CRN-dated
location (red dot), with a 6.2°C temperature depression and modern precipitation. The
steady-state glacier is noted in varying shades of blue, with darker areas representing the
thickest ice. Maximum ice thickness is 392 m.
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Figure 24: The Middle Boulder Creek glacier modeled to the 15.9 +/- 1.6 ka CRN-dated
location (red dot), with a 6.4°C temperature depression and modern precipitation. The
steady-state glacier is noted in varying shades of blue, with darker areas representing the
thickest ice. Maximum ice thickness is 391 m.
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Figure 25: The Middle Boulder Creek glacier modeled to the 13.5 +/- 1.3 ka CRN-dated
location (red dot), with a 4.7°C temperature depression and modern precipitation. The
steady-state glacier is noted in varying shades of blue, with darker areas representing the
thickest ice. Maximum ice thickness is 114 m.
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Figure 26: Two reconstructions of the 15.9 +/- 1.6 ka CRN-dated location (red dot) in
Middle Boulder Creek. Figure A shows the best-fit results modeled at -6.4°C/1xPPT,
with a maximum ice thickness of 391 m. Figure B shows the another acceptable result,
modeled at -6.3°C/1xPPT, with a maximum ice thickness of 384 m. The -6.4°C/1xPPT
result was selected as a better fit because the ice overlying the data point is <30 m, and
southern valley ice terminus is located >100 m away from the CRN-dated location in the
-6.3°C/1xPPT result.
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modeling at -6.4˚C/1xPPT was only covered by ~30 m of ice, while ice was located far
upvalley from the CRN-date location in the -6.3˚C/1xPPT result, explaining why the 6.4˚C/1xPPT result was selected as the best fit.
Modeling results at the 13.5 ka CRN-dated location indicate the MBC valley is
nearly ice-free at this time, with the only thick (75+ m) ice in the small 2 km long glacier
left in the northern valley. All other ice is notably thin, and largely confined to the
highest elevations above the cirque floors.

Post-LGM Rate of Climate Change

As listed in Table 3, temperature depressions coupled with modern precipitation
are 6.2˚C at ~17.7 ka, 6.4˚C at ~15.9 ka, and 4.7˚C, in addition to 6.6˚C at the ~21 ka
LGM extent. A total warming of 1.9˚C, combined with increased shortwave radiation
due to Milankovitch cycles, would have resulted in the MBC paleoglacier retreat from its
maximum 20 km long LGM stand to the small ~2 km long glacier in the north fork
drainage, assuming all other climate variables remained constant at modern conditions.
The rates of climate change calculations, which assess the temperature differences
between each CRN-dated location (Figure 27). The rate of climate change was
moderately slow during early deglaciation from 21-17.7 ka, with ~0.1˚C warming per
1000 years. A modeled temperature difference of 0.2˚C between 17.7 and 15.9 ka
indicate climatic cooling, possibly ~0.1˚C per 1000 years. Modeling at 15.9 ka and 13.5
ka reveal a 1.7˚C temperature difference between the periods, suggesting the most rapid
warming of ~0.7˚C/1000 years.
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Figure 27: The best-fit deglaciation temperature depressions, assuming modern
precipitation, plotted against time, indicating the magnitude and possible rates of climate
change between the CRN-dated locations. CRN-date errors from Ward et al. (2009) are
denoted with error bars.
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North St. Vrain Results

The reconstructed North St. Vrain glacier margins are based on mapping by
Madole (1998) and satellite imagery (Figure 8). Although the NSV climate input file did
not appear to pass the validation test, ice flow modeling of the LGM NSV system was
continued with the NSV climate file for consistency and to gain further insight into
possible issues with the climate file. Modeling results with 5.5˚C temperature depression
with no change from modern precipitation replicates a system that is well confined to
lateral moraines near the terminus, but does not reach the expected glacier terminus
(Figure 28). Modeling with a -5.6˚C temperature depression and modern precipitation
creates a glacier that reaches the expected terminus, but begins overflowing the lateral
moraines near the terminus (Figure 29). The best-fit modeled paleoglacier reconstruction
of the NSV system resulted from the -5.6˚C temperature depression assuming no change
from modern precipitation, where the overflow generally consisted of ice less than 100
meters thick. The modeling indicated a maximum ice thickness of 407 m, and 7
accumulation months (November – May).
Although the model replicates expected glacier geometries in the NSV system, the
LGM modeling results of the NSV glacier appear to be significantly flawed. The
integrated balance values from ice flow modeling indicate issues with modeling the
system. As discussed in Chapter 4, the integrated balance in a steady state glacier should
be approximately 0% if a glacier is in both shape steady state and mass balance
equilibrium; however, in the NSV glacier modeling, the integrated balance was
consistently near -20% upon reaching shape steady state. This is a strong indication that
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Figure 28: The North St. Vrain glacier modeled with a 5.5°C temperate depression
coupled with modern precipitation, slightly undershooting the LGM terminal moraine.
The steady-state glacier is noted in varying shades of blue, with darker areas representing
the thickest ice. Maximum ice thickness is 382 m.
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Figure 29: The North St. Vrain glacier modeled with a 5.6°C temperature depression
coupled with modern precipitation, reaching the terminal moraine but slightly
overshooting the lateral moraines in the singular near terminus valley. The steady-state
glacier is noted in varying shades of blue, with darker areas representing the thickest ice.
Maximum ice thickness is 407 m.
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some part of the model input was incorrect or that the model itself was not
functioning properly. Multiple model tests and review of model inputs indicated the
model was functioning properly. Past modeling experimentation by Eric Leonard
(personal communication, 2013) has shown that the integrated balance tends to differ
significantly when flow and basal sliding parameters are set too high. This may or may
not have had a role in the inability to effectively model the NSV glacier; however, given
the initial inability to accurately represent modern conditions in the climate input file
validation, the problem likely resides in the input climate file.
The largest portion of the error is likely attributable to the climate data obtained
from the PRISM model. The PRISM grids use point-based field-measurements of
temperature and precipitation to extrapolate a grid across a region. If climate stations
near the NSV study location did not accurately represent the system as a whole, the
PRISM data may be significantly flawed. Flawed PRISM data can explain the inability
of the model to accurately reflect modern climate conditions in the validation stage, and
the alarming integrated balance output obtained with LGM modeling. Given the failure to
accurately reconstruct the modern climate conditions in the validation test and the highly
negative integrated balance of the modeled NSV system, the results are not used further
in paleoclimate interpretations.
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Chapter 7: Discussion

LGM Reconstruction Accuracy

The Middle Boulder Creek glacier model reconstruction at -6.6 ˚C/1xPPT closely
resembles expected margins based on field mapping, with only a small undershot of ~0.4
km of the easternmost terminus, and overshot of ~0.5 km northward overshot in the near
terminus outlet (Figure 30). Local moraine erosion and post-LGM basin fill may be
somewhat responsible for the northern outlet terminal moraine overshot. Moraine erosion
has likely reduced the elevation and relief of moraines since original deposition, allowing
modeled ice to flow past areas once occupied by more prominent moraines. Upon
deglaciation, sediment has been filling in the relatively flat basin within the terminal
moraines at unknown rates, thereby altering the landscape from the original LGM
geometry. Combined, these aspects may have a small, currently unquantifiable effect on
the model’s ability to accurately reconstruct the actual LGM MBG extent. The internal
deformation and basal sliding inputs may also have allowed greater ice flow than actually
present in the LGM MBG system, thereby allowing the lateral expansion of the modeled
glacier before reaching the easternmost terminus. Given the near-terminus location of the
area of concern where the ice is generally warmest and flows most easily in actual
glaciers, excess model ice flow is not a likely cause for the error.
Another plausible possibility is that the overshot area may actually represent the
accurate glacier geometry, and that it has not been accurately mapped in this study.
While lidar data does indicate distinctive topographic features near what Ward et al.
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Figure 30: Close up of the terminus of Middle Boulder paleoglacier LGM modeling
result, modeled at -6.6°C/1xPPT.
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(2009) have mapped as LGM glacier margins, Madole (1985) and Madole et al., (1998)
have mapped the glacier margins at the same northern location as the -6.6˚C/1xPPT
model result extends to. While the actual glacier margins at this location remain
unresolved, the total associated error is insignificant given the much larger model domain
of the reconstruction.
The model indicates that some ice from the MBG overflowed into the northern
margin into the Caribou Creek area. Madole (1985) also suggests ice exchange between
the valleys; however, he mapped the interfluve areas as being ice-free during the LGM
while the model shows most of the Caribou Creek drainage covered in ice less than 100
m thick. It is possible that wind blew snow from the interfluve areas during the LGM, or
that the thin ice was cold-based, so left no erosional imprint of its presence. The actual
LGM conditions may represent a combination of wind effects and thin, cold-based ice
that kept local ice from eroding at its base. Regardless, the ice exchange between the
MBC and Caribou Creek valleys in the modeled reconstructions is minimal, not having a
significant effect on the system as a whole. The main drainage area also shows ice
accumulation in locations outside of mapped glacier margins; however, the ice is
generally less than 60 m thick. This thin ice may have been cold-based and likely subject
to wind erosion.

LGM Paleoclimate Inferences

The modeled temperature depression of 6.6˚C combined with modern
precipitation is validated by similar studies in the Front Range and other Rocky Mountain
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areas at similar latitudes. These studies, done with a series of different models and
methods, have found similar temperature depressions combined with modern
precipitation, including: ~6˚C in the Front Range (Dühnforth and Anderson, 2011), ~7˚C
across Colorado (Leonard, 2007), 7.6˚C in the Sawatch Range (Brugger, 2006), and 7˚C
in the Sawatch and Elk Ranges (Brugger, 2010). This study’s results fall on the higher
end of these values, well within the range of previous results and suited for study area
based on regional relationships.
The temperature and precipitation curve obtained with energy and mass balance
model statistics fits well with dT/dPPT curves from other studies that have used the
Plummer and Phillips (2003) model to assess various Rocky Mountain Ranges (Figure
31). The curve fits well within expected margins, but has a slightly lower slope than
several of the other studies. Interestingly, the studies with the lowest slopes (this study;
Leonard, unpublished; Huss, 2012) have all used energy and mass balance statistics to
calculate the dT/dPPT curve, rather than completing ice flow models to obtain the curve.
While it remains unresolved if the energy and mass balance statistics method of
calculating the dT/dPPT data points affects the overall dT/dPPT curve, it is worth
investigating before future studies continue using the method.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, knowing the exact temperature and precipitation
ratios that supported a specific glacier is extremely difficult to assess, as cold, dry
conditions can produce essentially the same glacier margins as warm, wet conditions.
The only available LGM paleoclimate studies that assessed temperature and precipitation
separately come from global climate modeling, particularly PMIP2 modeling results
provided by Braconnot et al. (2007). Braconnot et al. (2007) suggest a LGM Front Range
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Figure 31: The Middle Boulder Creek dT/dPPT curve (bold, dark red) overlain with
TD/PPT curves from other Rocky Mountain range studies which have utilized the
Plummer and Phillips (2003) model. Key: Light green: Purple: New Mexico Sangre de
Cristo Range (Jacobsen, 2010); Brown: Absaroka Mountains, MT (Huss, 2012); Red:
Front Range, CO (Wollenberg, unpublished); Dark green: Elk Mountains, CO (Leonard,
unpublished); Dark blue: Snowy Range (Mackall, 2011); Bold dark red: Front Range
(this study).
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temperature depression of ~8.5˚C and that the Front Range received
approximately modern amounts of precipitation. Despite individually assessed
temperature and precipitation variables from the PMIP2 modeling, caution must be
exercised when using the coarse-resolution PMIP2 results to make specific temperature
and precipitation inferences of regional LGM climate.
Although Brugger’s (2007) ELA analysis was unable to escape the two-variable
temperature and precipitation analysis, he advocated for a more significant change in
temperature than in precipitation. Brugger (2007) suggests a temperature depression of
7.6˚C if coupled with modern precipitation, but when assessing smaller temperature
depression, the amount of precipitation necessary to sustain glaciation in the Sawatch
Range increases to what he suggests are unreasonable amounts (e.g. a 5.0˚C temperature
depression must be coupled with a 350% increase in precipitation).
When considering the southward displacement of the Pacific jet stream hypothesis,
a slight decrease in precipitation from modern conditions during the LGM may be a
plausible scenario in the Front Range. As discussed in Chapter 3, if the jet stream were
located in a more southward location, the incidence of western-derived moisture,
especially from vital winter storms, would likely be decreased over northern Colorado.
Numerous Rocky Mountain paleoclimate studies have selected a “most-probable”
dT/dPPT ratio, largely based on precipitation value inferences from Braconnot et al.
(2007) and relationships with the dT/dPPT value of nearby ranges (Figure 31). The
results from this study fit best the spatial relationships illustrated in Figure 31 with a
temperature depression of 7.0˚C coupled with a modern precipitation factor 0.9.
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A precipitation modifier of 0.9 seems to fit well with the variety of presented data,
including the global climate modeling results (Braconnot et al., 2007; Figure 1B), ELA
analysis by Brugger (2007), and the displaced jet stream hypothesis. While a precipitation
modifier of 0.9 and associated temperature depression of 7.0˚C is not a definitive result, it
is the best estimate based on currently available data.
It is worth noting the temperature depression may be overshooting actual LGM
conditions, as the model does not account for windblown snow accumulation that may be
especially influential in the Colorado Front Range (Outcalt and MacPhail, 1965). Outcalt
and MacPhail (1965) have noted that modern Front Range glaciers on the east side of the
Continental Divide accumulate significant amounts of snow that has been blown from the
west side of the Continental Divide. Windblown snow, for example, has been found to
account for 65% of the accumulation variation over one study year on the small 0.12 km2
Andrews Glacier in the Front Range (Outcalt and MacPhail, 1965). However, given the
size of the LGM Middle Boulder Glacier, the relative contribution of windblown snow to
the glacier system is likely much smaller than that received by modern glaciers. Even so,
the windblown snow accumulation during the LGM remains unknown. If windblown
snow accumulation was significant in the MBC paleoglacier system, it can be assumed
that the temperature depression would be reduced.

Deglaciation and Rate of Climate Change

A concern with the rate of climate change analysis of this study is that the
Plummer and Phillips (2003) model is intended for use with steady-state glaciers. A
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receding glacier represents a system that is not in steady state; therefore, the modeling of
glaciers to Ward et al.’s (2009) various CRN-dated bedrock locations along the glacier’s
recessional flow path likely represent time periods when the glacier was not in steady
state. Paterson (1994) suggests that alpine glaciers respond to climate changes in tens to
hundreds of years, and is supported by modeling by Ward et al. (2009); given the
multiple 1000-year time frame of the climate change analysis, error associated with
glacier response time to the changing climate is greatly minimized.
The results from modeling various stages in MBG deglaciation provides the first
temperature values associated with the deglaciation history of the valley, and have
several parallels with deglaciation results from modeling by Ward et al. (2009). First, the
CRN-dates provided by Ward et al. (2009) indicate that the southern MBC valley
retreated faster than the northern valley. Ward et al. (2009) have suggested this is due to
valley hypsometry, in which ice retreats quickly up the steep southern drainage when a
threshold temperature is reached, but ice remains in the gently sloping northern drainage
past the tributary junction. The -6.4˚C/1xPPT and -6.3˚C/1xPPT modeling to the 15.9 ka
date strongly reflects this where the ice in the southern drainages quickly recede 1 km
upvalley with a 0.1˚C increase in temperature, while the northern drainage recedes <0.5
km with the temperature 0.1 ˚C change (Figure 26).
The glacier reconstruction modeled at the 15.9 ka date is only slightly smaller
(~240 m) than the 17.7 ka reconstruction, however modeling suggests it was ~0.2˚C
cooler at the 15.9 ka. The temperature and solar angles, adjusted for Milankovitch cycles,
were the only factors adjusted in the model, indicating that solar angles must be
responsible for the change in temperature. Milankovitch orbiatal cycles were likely
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increasing the amount of incoming solar radiation during this period, requiring a cooler
temperature to sustain the glaciation at the 15.9 ka extent.
A period of cooling is consistent with several studies that have used CRN-dates to
assess deglaciation patterns in the western U.S., including Licciardi et al. (2004) who
suggest that glaciers across the Rocky Mountains grew between 16-17 ka due to
widespread cooling. CRN-date analysis and ELA modeling of the MBG system by Ward
et al. (2009) suggest a period of stillstand or slight readvance occurred in MBC drainage
between 16 and 14 ka. Ward et al. (2009) has not attributed the suggested stillstand or
slight readvance necessarily to a cooling event, as other factors can result in a glacier
readvance, such as a precipitation increase.
Interestingly, this study that used Ward et al.’s (2009) CRN-dates, suggests the
stillstand occurred between 17.7 and 15.9 ka, notably different than the 16 to 14 ka
stillstand suggested by Ward et al. (2009). It is possible that, had this study modeled
glaciers at additional CRN-dated locations, that the results from this study would be
shifted. However, Young et al. (2011) suggests that widespread deglaciation began
across the Rocky Mountain region around 16-15 ka due to climatic warming, with the
most rapid retreat and associated warming occurring between 15 and 13 ka, which
contrasts the 16 to 14 ka stillstand proposed by Ward et al. (2009), in addition Ward et
al.’s (2009) suggestion that the most rapid retreat occurred after 14 ka in the MBC valley.
The rates of climate change results of this study reflect the trends suggested by Young et
al. (2011), with only small +/- 0.1˚C/1000 yr changes from ~21 ka to 15.9 ka, followed
by rapid warming of 0.7 ˚C between 15.9 ka and 13.5 ka.
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This study assumed the precipitation remained constant in all of the deglaciation
reconstructions; however, it must be noted that the amount of precipitation in the Front
Range may have changed throughout the period of deglaciation. If the southward
displacement of the Pacific jet stream hypothesis is correct, then it would have migrated
back to its original position following the deglaciation of the northern ice sheets after the
global LGM. The migration of the jet stream would have increased the incidence of
westward-derived precipitation with a more significant presence of the jet stream in the
Front Range, sometime between the initial deglaciation (~21 ka) and final valley
deglaciation (~12-13 ka). However, if a precipitation modifier of 0.9x modern conditions
was present during the LGM conditions, the change in precipitation back to 1.0x modern
values would not greatly alter the general results of the climate change analysis.
Several additional concerns limit the rate of climate change calculations in this
study. The first is that the system was reconstructed at only three CRN-dated locations,
in addition to the LGM terminus, providing only limited insight into deglaciation climate.
There is also considerable error associated with the CRN-dates of +/-2.7 ky for the 17.7
ka location, +/-1.0 ky for the 15.9 ka location, and +/-1.3 ky in the 13.5 ka location
(Figure 27). This study assumed constant rates of climate change between the CRNdated intervals. Rather than changing at a constant rate, it is possible that the actual
climate changed quickly on short time scales followed by periods of stabilized climates.
While it is difficult to assess actual LGM climate change dynamics, the results of this
study still provides numerical insight into the magnitudes of climate change between the
dated intervals.
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A last notable source of error in the model reconstructions is that the various
glacier scenarios were modeled with solar insolation files for time periods that did not
exactly match the time suggested by the CRN-dated bedrock locations (See Table 3).
While the effects of solar shortwave radiation are considered to be of second order by
model the model developers, they clearly influence the system. The effects of the solar
insolation inputs is most obvious when viewing the 17.7 ka and 15.9 ka model results, in
which the glacier systems are nearly identical, but there is a 0.2˚C temperature difference
when using solar angle files from 18 and 15 ka, respectively.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions

Overview

The Front Range LGM climate and rates of climate change associated with the
post-LGM deglaciation period were assessed using a coupled energy and mass balance
model to reconstruct two paleoglaciers based on climatic inputs. Numerical modeling of
the North St. Vrain paleoglacier system did not provide insight into the LGM
paleoclimate, possibly due to flawed PRISM model data used in the climate input file.
Modeling the Middle Boulder Creek paleoglacier suggests the Colorado Front Range
LGM glaciation could have been sustained with temperature depressions of 5.0˚C, 6.6˚C,
and 8.6˚C coupled with modern precipitation factors of 0.5x, 1.0x, and 1.5x, respectively.
Given the two-variable temperature and precipitation paleoclimate assessment, and lack
of high-resolution studies that can calculate these variables independently of each other,
it is difficult to determine the exact temperature and precipitation ratio that sustained
Front Range glaciation. The currently available evidence, including global climate
modeling (e.g. Braconnot et al., 2007), ELA analysis (e.g. Brugger, 2007), and climate
dynamics associated with the southward displacement of the Pacific jet stream (e.g.
Bartlein et al., 1998), suggest a LGM Front Range precipitation modifier near modern or
slightly depressed from modern precipitation values. With modern precipitation to a
precipitation modifier of 0.9x, the Front Range glaciation would have been sustained with
a temperature depression of 6.6-7.0˚C.
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While there is significant error associated with CRN-dates used in deglaciation
reconstructions, results have shown the magnitudes of temperature changes during the
post-LGM Front Range deglaciation period. Modeling the MBG to numerous CRNdated extents associated with the valley deglaciation clearly indicates that the rate of
climate change varied throughout the deglaciation period, consistent with deglaciation
chronology studies based on CRN dating (e.g. Young et al., 2011). Assuming modern
precipitation amounts throughout the deglaciation modeling, results indicate a 0.2 degree
warming between the LGM and ~17.7 ka, at a possible rate of ~0.1 ˚C per 1000 yrs.
Climatic cooling of ~0.2 ˚C was necessary to sustain the glaciation between ~17.7 ka and
~15.9 ka due to increased solar radiation from Milankovitch cycles. During this period,
glacier reconstructions suggest the MBG remained at or near a stillstand position.
Following ~15.9 ka, rapid climate change likely ensued to account for the modeled
temperature differences between the 15.9 ka and 13.5 ka CRN-dated locations. During
the interval, a warming of 1.7 ˚C, or 0.7 ˚C warming per 1000 yrs, was necessary to
nearly complete the MBC valley deglaciation, leaving only a small 2 km long glacier
remaining in a high elevation cirque.

Future Work

Results from this study could be improved with remodeling the CRN-dated
locations with more accurate solar insolation files, which may alter the rate of climate
change calculations. Further, modeling to additional CRN-dated locations could better
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constrain the period of glacial stillstand, and provide additional insights into the timing
and magnitude of climate change during deglaciation.
The LGM climate modeling results of this study would be more reliable had they
been reaffirmed by similar results from other Front Range drainages. It is highly
advisable that the paleoclimate in the Front Range continues to be quantified with
numerical modeling of other drainages. Obtaining accurate model results of the North St.
Vrain drainage utilizing the Plummer and Phillips (2003) model is an ideal place to start,
although significant work must be done to locate the error within the North St. Vrain
input climate file used in this study. Modeling Front Range glaciers on the west side of
the Continental Divide could also prove worthwhile. Theoretically, the east and west
side of the range should have similar dT/dPPT ratios due to their proximity to each other,
despite experiencing different amounts of precipitation and different temperature
gradients.
Replication of results by multiple methods and use of numerous datasets is the
best way to uncover the earth’s deep history. In addition to using other numerical
modeling methods to assess individual glacier systems, the continued analysis of LGM
conditions via ELA studies and global climate modeling is also important to obtain the
most well rounded insight into climatic processes of the Pinedale Glaciation.
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Appendix A: Middle Boulder Creek Modern Climate Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Oct

-0.2248

0.0001482

-1.933E-08

4.7006

0.25

0.5898

1.884

21.95

-0.0063

Nov

-0.3332

0.0001993

-2.244E-08

5.3846

0.40

0.5777

2.370

15.72

-0.0063

Dec

-0.4693

0.0002821

-3.525E-08

5.3629

0.39

0.6270

3.184

11.74

-0.0061

Jan

-0.4860

0.0002804

-3.258E-08

4.9869

0.36

0.5994

3.246

10.97

-0.0061

Feb

-0.3672

0.0002151

-2.491E-08

4.5677

0.40

0.6236

2.758

12.51

-0.0061

Mar

-0.5560

0.0003461

-4.373E-08

5.1401

0.49

0.6090

2.167

15.71

-0.0063

Apr

-0.5729

0.0003704

-4.78E-08

4.5845

0.47

0.5941

1.561

19.74

-0.0066

May

-0.0898

0.0000947

-1.175E-08

4.3553

0.39

0.6392

1.174

24.35

-0.0065

Jun

0.0820

-2.91E-05

6.6049E-09

3.7799

0.27

0.5740

0.956

29.76

-0.0066

Jul

0.1178

-4.51E-05

9.037E-09

2.6812

0.31

0.5748

0.879

33.53

-0.0068

Aug
Sep

0.0786
0.0885

-2.41E-05
-3.68E-05

5.4728E-09
7.4011E-09

2.5702
3.7062

0.35
0.27

0.6353
0.5834

0.904
1.167

31.87
27.42

-0.0065
-0.0064

Key:
1. Precipitation Gradient
2. Precipitation gradient coefficient (m)
3. Precipitation gradient coefficient for squared term (m/m)
4. Standard deviation of daily mean temperature for each month (˚C)
5. Cloudiness (decimal % for the number of cloudy days per month)
6. Mean relative humidity (decimal %)
7. Mean wind speed (at elevation 3018 m; m/s)
8. Temperature lapse rate gradient y-intercept (˚C)
9. Temperature lapse rate gradient coefficent (˚C/m)
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Appendix B: North St. Vrain Creek Modern Climate Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Oct

-0.1731

0.0001078

-1.053E-08

5.1375

0.24

0.5898

1.884

21.87

-0.0064

Nov

-0.1312

7.348E-05

-2.54E-09

5.3505

0.33

0.5777

2.370

14.54

-0.0061

Dec

-0.2810

0.0001566

-1.345E-08

5.3330

0.31

0.6270

3.184

10.59

-0.0058

Jan

-0.1662

8.272E-05

-2.138E-09

4.8205

0.30

0.5994

3.246

10.32

-0.006

Feb

-0.2860

0.0001584

-1.374E-08

4.8982

0.33

0.6236

2.758

12.65

-0.0063

Mar

-0.1473

8.643E-05

-2.677E-09

4.6525

0.40

0.6090

2.167

16.11

-0.0065

Apr

-0.3395

0.0002278

-2.558E-08

4.4338

0.42

0.5941

1.561

19.65

-0.0067

May

-0.0042

3.309E-05

-9.02E-10

4.2779

0.31

0.6392

1.174

24.81

-0.0068

Jun

-0.0745

6.621E-05

-7.609E-09

3.6565

0.27

0.5740

0.956

30.74

-0.0071

Jul

-0.0418

5.936E-05

-8.372E-09

2.8591

0.26

0.5748

0.879

34.60

-0.0074

Aug

-0.0484

5.46E-05

-6.242E-09

2.6273

0.29

0.6353

0.904

33.13

-0.0071

Sep

0.0805

-2.59E-05

4.7787E-09

3.9272

0.24

0.5834

1.167

28.31

-0.0068

Key:
1. Precipitation Gradient
2. Precipitation gradient coefficient (m)
3. Precipitation gradient coefficient for squared term (m/m)
4. Standard deviation of daily mean temperature for each month (˚C)
5. Cloudiness (decimal % for the number of cloudy days per month)
6. Mean relative humidity (decimal %)
7. Mean wind speed (at elevation 3018 m; m/s)
8. Temperature lapse rate gradient y-intercept (˚C)
9. Temperature lapse rate gradient coefficient (˚C/m)
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